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AJLBIJaUEBaUE EVENING CITIZEN
VOLUME

AIJiUQUEKQUE,

11)

WILLIAM TRAVERS JEROME

CONTRAST WITH

TO SING SING

NUMHEU 285
EMPEROR SEES

PICTURES OF THREE CANDIDATES

HE WILL SEND

ELECTED DISTRICT ATTORNEY

LAST TUESDAY

EVENING, NOVEMBER 0. U)()r.

NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY

IN THE PENNSYLVANIA ELECTION

FROM PALACE

of Of New York City, Tuesday, After a Most Spectacular One Thousand Tammany One Who Stood for the People and Was Elected, Window a Town Burned
Tools for Election Frauds
by Troops Who Have
Campaign With the Machine and Bosses
One Who Stood for the Boss
Ballots, Now Peace
Revolted.
on Tuesday.
Against Him.
and Lost Out.
of Navies.

'Twas

Then

Battle

PRINCE LOUIS AT NEW YORK ANNOUNCES

The Two
Most

HE

WILL

FAIR

SEE

Born In New York, age 46.
Is of prominent family.
Graduate of Amherst college and
Columbia law school.
Admitted to fhe bar In 18S4.
Married Lavlnia Howe. May 9, 1888.
Justice of the peace of special

Squadrons Made
Magnificent

Pageant.
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TYPHOON AND HEAVY RAIN
REPORTED FROM GUAM.
Guam, Nor. 9. A severe typhoon,
accompanied by a deluge of rain, took
hen- place
e.Hii'iia. November .
as
done to
Considerable damage
property but no lives were lost.

9.

Notwith-

WILL FIGHT UNION
MINERS IN TENNESSEE.
Chicago, Nov. 9. Two companies of
militia have been ordered to Whit-welTeiin., where a battle between
strikers and
miners U reported. Governor (Jox, who is luiv
the quarantine
convention,
gave the order this morning.
MILITIA
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SECOND MEETING OF
ASSOCIATED CHARITIES
Soliciting

Committees Will
Meet Saturday at Temple
Albert Parsonage.

COLORED PEOPLE ARE INTERESTED

'

The meeting of the committees appointed from the different churches of
tha city to solicit subscriptions tor
the Associated Charities, held this
afternoon at the home of Mrs. D. IL
Cams, on West Gold avenue, was no
sparingly attended that it was decided that It would be better to call
another meeting to be held Saturday
afternoon at 4 o'clock at the parson
age of Temple Albert. This meeting,
It is hoped, will be attended by every
It is urgent that every
committee.
church have their representatives
present, as the Sisters of Charity, as
well as other charitable organizations
of the city who will derive benefit
from the Associated Charities are
sorely in need of funds.
Rabbi Kaplan, president of the As-- ,
sociated Charities, presided at the
meeting held this afternoon, and the
plans of the association were discussed in a general way. As a ,arge number of people do not fully understand
the purposes of the Associated Charities, The Citizen has reiiuesied Habbl
Kaplan to give an explanation of the
organization in every detail. This
article will appear in The Citizen to-- i
morrow evening.
A few of the soliciting committee
appointed are as follows:
Temp.e Albert .Mrs. Alfred Grunsfeld and Mrs. Simon Neustadt.
St. John's Episcopal church Mrs
Maynard Guusul and Mrs. J. A. Hubbs
Congregational church Mrs. I. L.
Anderson and Mrs Hutler.
first Presbyterian church Mrs W.
J. Johnson ami Mrs. R. L. Hust.
Christian church Mrs. E. J. Weu-Me- r
and Mrs Clarence TenEyck.
Mrs. George Wilson was appointed
to see the railroad people, and Mrs.
Ixit was selected to visit tho colored
people.
Mrs.
was present at the meeting this afternoon and said that the
colored people were very willing to
help in the work outlined by the Associated Charities and she believed
that it would be a good plan to organize a
for the work
among the colored people. The suggestion met with the approval of the
meeting. Mrs. I.ott said that If all
the colored people or several of them
had something to do with the work,
they would lake more interest In it.
There is a bright outlook for the
Associated Charities, ami every one
who can help In work or deed to make
it a success should
Once
he Afaoiiated that'll ie i ii lis leel
caring
Albuquerfor
the
the poV of
que will be practically over.
-
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JEROME AND OTHERS.
APPROVE THE COURSE.
New York, Nov. 9. Most of this
fraudulent voting is said to have been
done In the east aide assembly districts, especially In tbe Eighteenth,
the district In which Charles r. Murphy resides, and In the 81xth, of
which Timothy D. Sullivan Is leader.
Mr. Hearst's proposed action met
with warm approval in many quarters, even among those who opposed
his election, and he received many assurances of support. District Attorney Jerome expressed
himself In
terms of strong approval of Mr.
Hearst's program, and declared that
he would Immediately Investigate a
searching Investigation of the alleged
democratic frauds. He also ordered
the returns from tbe Eighteenth and
Sixth districts carefully guarded.
Ira C. Darrln, the newly elected
district attorney of Queens county on
the republican ticket, made a similar
statement.
William L. Ivins, the defeated republican candidate for mayor, also
commended Mr. Hearst's action, and
expressed the belief that a recount

W. H, BERRY.

The democratic candidate for treasurer of Pennsylvania, elected Tuesday. He waa Indorsed by the reform element, opposed to boesism
and corruption.
would show

elected.

that

Mr. Hearst had been

HEARST MAKES PROMPT
MOVE TO PREVENT FRAUD.
New York, Nov. 9. Sensational developments followed each other rap-Idlearly this morning In the contest for mayoralty.
Having secured
last night an order from Justice Gay-noof Brooklyn, directing the police
department to deliver the election
boxes to the board of elections forthwith, the Hearst men lost no time In
dispatching five automobiles to the
various police stations for the boxes.
In most cases, each lot of boxes was
y

r,

EVENTS OF INTEREST TO RIGHT

LITTLE, TIGHT LITTLE ISLAND
main streets of the city. The streets
through which the parade moved were
lined with many thousands of people
and handsomely decorated with triumphal arches, flags and bunting. He- sides a nunil er of magnificent floats,
representing historical episodes and
tbe development of the metropolis,
the parade Included a large number of
representatives of the municipal corporation, of the various guilds, soldiers, sailors, firemen, constables, artillery and city companies, all accompanied by bands of music. When the
procession reached the law courts, the
Lord Mayor, in his full civic rubes,
preceded by the recorder, and attended by the rtlring Ixrd Mayor, the
sheriffs, the mace bearer, the sword
bearer, chaplain and the aldermen In
their sable trimmed gowns, together
with other civic functionaries,
to tbe court of the Loru
KINO KIWARI
Chief Justice, where they were receivtd by the king from all the crown ceived by the Judges, attired In scarlet
ed heads of Europe and rulers of for-- ' robes, full bottomed wigs, and cocked
elgn countries all over the world. The1 hats. There the usual solmen cour......
.
were exchanged, the
nl... lr...,..l
llnn ai.nj
Lord
I
ntltf,
RlUlftllllllH tesies
C'.rilCU
of the members of his family and of Mayor, according to custom, remainhis intimate friends and the officials ing covered while the recorder read
of his household.
As usual on the, an eulogistic review of the Mayor's
kings birthday a large number of past life. From there the procession
honors were bestowed upon disting- moved to the Court of Appeals, where
uished men In England and the Col- the new Ixrd Mayor was received by
tbe master of rolls and the appeal
onies.
Judges, dressed In their robes of black
LONDON'S LORD MAYOR
and gold. Then the dignitaries reINDUCTED WITH CEREMONY. turned to their coaches and resumed
Walter Vaughan the procession through the city.
London, Nov. 9.
Morgan, Ixndon's Lord Mayor,
was
The new Lord Mayor is a bachelor,
today Invested In the customary man and as he will be compelled to enner whh all the pomp and ceremony tertain a great deal In his new office,
which baa accompanied such an event he selected his niece, Mrs. Hornby
Tilt' Kl'eal frattlrc Of S'rrr. tbe wifp of a clergyman, at
CelHUI i. o.
the inauguration wa a parade or the present vicar of St. Phillip's, lambuth,
corporation utid the guilds through th to act as Lady Mayoress.
King Kdward
London, Nov.
birthday
celebrates his sixty-fourttoday. As usual, he upends the day
quietly with his family, at Saudriim-ham- .
The day is treated purely as a
family affair, as officially the birthday of the king is usually celebrated
part of
on some day in the early
spring, specially designated for tba.
puriHse by the king. Letters and
telegrams of congratulation were re- -

f
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LMPEROR'i PAL4CE

London, Nov. 9. A dispatch for
news agency
from St. Petersbnrs:.
says that the sailors of the Russian
squalron ' at Cronstadt mutinied last
night and overpowered their officer.
They landed and attacked shops, pub- -'
lie buildings and spirit stores: Tk
troops were called out, and during th
fighting which followed, machine guns)
were used and many persons kill
or wounded. The fighting lasted ail
night.
ST. PETERSBURG CONFIRMS
NEWS OF THE MASSACRE.
St. Petersburg, Nov. 9. It Is reported that a massacre occurred at Cronstadt last night and that the infantry
used machine guns when they fired em
the people. The city Is reported to
be in flames. Telephone communicav-tlowith St. Petersburg is interrupted, but the telegraph lines are work-

n

ing.

TROOPS, AND NOT SAILORS,
ARE THE GUILTY ONES.
Russia, Nov. 9. Tb
Cronstadt,
troops here have mutinied and ar
pillaging tbe city. Firing is going osv
In the streets.
The inhabitants are
and are fleeing from
the town.
panic-stricke-

n

FLARE OF BURNING TOWN
SEEN BY THE EMPEROR.
St. Petersburg, Nov. 9, 4:30 p. m.
Intense excitement prevails here owing to the alarming news from Cronstadt. According to reports, the mutiny of sailors which occurred during;
the night, was. followed ly a regular
battle with the troops, during which
guns were freely used. The workmen sided with the sailors, and hun--'
dreda wer killed or wounded. Later.
and the town
torch waa applied,
the
I.
I . r r ,.- - I
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. v. , K
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.a ramt.tait
l a. ii, la
in llu. Ill Hat.wt.
dp
nnre
nre
i;r
piainiy
tne
couiu
ine
seen from the windows of the emperor's palace at Peterhof. The Inhabitants of Cronstadt are In a panic.
Boats to St. Petersburg have stopped
running and telephone and telegraph
communication has been severed. It
Is Impossible now to verify the reports or to secure details of the happenings.
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WILLIAM TRAVERS JEROME.
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Trepoff Relieved of Command
,of Capital to Appease
the People.

7

im-cer-

Mo.,

IT FIRST LOOTED THEN BURNED

IN

30,-00- 0

'

standing the fact that State Superintendent of Insurance Vandiver last
night officially suspended the certificate of authority of the New York Life
Insurance company, under which it
was licensed to do business In Missouri, It was stated at the St. Louis offices of the Insurance company that
no attention was being paid to the order suspending the license. There are
3'i.ouo Missouri policy holders in tho
New York Life Insurance company,
with an estimated Insurance of
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PROHIBITION

New YorU, Nov. 9. A .campaign to
defeat Tammany hall In the supreme
court and to declare William R.
Hearst the rightfully elected mayor
of New lork, In place of George B
McClellan, was inaugurated
at
crowded meeting of the Municipal
Ownership League last evening. At
the close of the meeting. Hearst said:
to
"We are going to fight
morrow, next month and next year
to make It possible for a man to cast
an honest vote and to prevent in the
future such disgraceful conditions as
yesterday, especially In Sullivan's and
Murphy's districts, and we will Invoke
every legal means to have every ballot
honestly counted, ' We are receiving
voluntary offers of money from bust
ness men to aid us in thU appeal.
Mr. Hearst s lieutenants
then, an
nounced that the evidence showed that
30,0(n Hearst men were defrauded on
of their rights to vote Tuesday and
1
that l.ouo election inspectors were
i
guilty of Illegal acts, and that the con
test would Immediately be carried over
the beads of the canvassing board to
HOMER L. CASTLE.
the supreme court. They said the obHe was the prohibition candidate for superior court judge In Penn
ject of this plan was to secure a
speedy and final answer, and that sylvania, but railed to be elected. It waa Castle who first, In public speeches,
money was not to be spared In en- exposed the Enterprise bank transactions, which institution failed a short
gaging special counsel In all parts of time ago, and of which Ita cashier, T. Lee Clark, committed suicide.
the United States to make this plan
successful.
PENNSYLVANIA TREASURER CANDIDATES
The leaders said that In less than THE
twenty-fou- r
hours after The polls
VICTOR AND VANQUISHED
Ownership
closed
the Municipal
league had secured over 1,000 affidaIllegal acts against
vits charging
about 1.000 election Inspectors. These
;
affidavits state that the Inspectors In
question were Tammany men. Mr.
Hearst said that within a year a
s
"chain of these men would be sent to
. '
i
Sing Sing." It was also stated that
in the east side assembly districts,
including the EigMeenth.. "irlea P.
si
Murphy's home district, a.Hdavtts had
been secured to show that at least
'
votes were Illegally cast Tuesday
on the names of voters who went to
V4
the polls to vote for Mr. Hearst and
the municipal ownership league ticket,
but who, when they arrived at the
polls, found their names already voted upon.
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SAN DOMINGO.

FOR

Order Taking Ballot
Boxes From Police
but

mm

d

Washington, D. C, Nov. 9. The
navy department hag been advised by
cable that the cruiser Denver left
luantanamo yesterday for San Pedro,
San Domingo, to which place Rear Admiral iiradford was ordered to send
war snips at once because of reported
trouble. The Denver should reach
has
there today. The navy departmentUrad-foralso been advised that Admiral
left yesterday with his flagship,
the Olympia, bound from Guantanamo
to San Domingo. The gunboat Eagle
has been temporarily assigned to
Admiral Bradford's division in Domin-an waters.

STOOD

;

Usually votes democratic.
Says he has never known but one
New York, Nov. 9. Tha New York
where the criminal practice
instance
era were up bright and early today
being
and many thousands of them made It benefited anybody, the exception
a
term
man,
after
who
reformed
one
convenient to congregate aloug the
All others vent
North River tront, from the Battery in the penitentiary.
street, to witness the from bad to worse.
to Forty-seconarrival of the British cruiser squad'
Says, however, that society must
ron, under the command of Prince be protected and that Imprisonment
Louis of Battenburg, and the naval
ceremonies connected with that event. and death penalty are only measures
The 'battleships and cruisers of the that can be practically used under
American fleet were anchored In a existing circumstances.
long line extending from the lower
Won first laureals as counsel for the
end of the river, off Twenty-seconIyexow commission.
and
point
One
off
Hundred
a
to
street
Twenty-nintAs justice, he established the fact
street. Everything was
in perfect order, and the metal work of collusion between the gamblers and
as bright and shining as diligent the police.
scouring and polishing could make it.
Personally led sensational axe raids
Officers and men were in their gala
clothes and every ship presented a on gambling houses.
model of neatness and cleanness.
As district attorney, lie obtained
A slight mist was still hanging over convictions of Al Adams, policy king;
bay,
when
lower
of
the
the waters
the British squadron appeared, led by Robert A. Ammon, counsel for Frankflagship,
Drake. Silently the lin syndicate; Monk Eastman, leader
the
tne
ships of war stood through the Nar of East Side gang; Sam Parks, labor
rows, when Governor s Island was
Sommerfield, confidence
sighted, the Drake hoisted the Ameri- leader; Larry
can flag and the first boom of the na man; David Rothschild, who wrecked
guns, fired the federal bank; Police Captain Diational salute of twenty-onby the forward guns of the Drake, mond, who protected vice, and ten
vibrated over the water.
The lasi lawyers for criminal practice.
shot had been scarcely echoed from
Obtained legislative bill making It a
the Staten Island hills, when the saluting battery of Governor's Inland crime for employers to bribe labor
fired the first shot of the national sa leaders; obtained Mil denying immulute in answer to the salute of the nity to witnesses In gambling cases.
visitors. The flag salute was given,
Drove Canefild out of the gambling
as the British war ships majestically
steamed Dast Governor's Island and business in New York city.
slowly moved up the river, crowded
Maintains a residence at No. 8 Rutr
with many hundreds of crafLof evmji gers street, In the heart of the ghetto;
and
whistles
The
conceivable kind.
sirens of the river craft and large has a magnificent house at Lakeville,
steamers added to the noise ot linns Conn., where his wife and two sons re
and all along the British ships were side.
greeted with cheers and the waving of
Smokes cigarettes and drinks whir
hats and handkerchiefs.
Once more the guns of the Drake key and enjoys the best of health.
Plays golf and Is an expert machin'
began to speak, when the flagship approached its anchorage near the foot 1st, maintaining a fully equipped shop
street, where the at his country home.
of Forty-seconMaine, Admiral Evans' flagship, was
already anchored. The Admiral's salute of thirteen guns, given by the
Drake, was answered by a similar sa- COUNTY TO REBUILD
lute by the Maine. It waa a magnificent sight, as the British cruisers
CORRALLES BRIDGE
steamed up the river, past the American battleships, and cruisers, all gaily
decorated with flags, and with the
rails manned, In honor of the guests. Commissioners Instruct SurAfter the visiting ships had reached
their respective anchorages, the cusveyor D. J. Rankin to
tomary exchange of courtesies between Prince Louis of Battenburg and
Prepare Plans.
Admiral Evans, required by naval etiquette, took place. In the afternoon
Prince Louis and many of the British
officers will go ashore. In the evenTO DJVJDE PRECINCT NO. 5
ing they will be the guests of Mayor
McClellan at an official dinner party.
While the minor officers will be the
The board of county commissioners
guests of the American officers at various receptions, theater parties and met in regular monthly session at the
other entertainments. A most elabor- court house this morning and transate program for the entertainment of acted considerable routine business.
as
the prince and the British officers,
,
well as the men of the visiting squau-ron- The board at this morning's meeting
has been arranged, and so many decided that inasmuch as it had been
s
dinners, receptions, parties, lialls and definitely determined that the
bridge was In Hernaliho coun- other social functions have been arranged, that the visitors will be well tv ir uah lima urMinn WAit tflltMn lnnk- nleTi exhausted bv the time they shall in' .nUorrtM h r.nir nf this irlHi?
be ready to sail for Gibraltar, their- whca was destroyed by the spring
s
next stopping place. While the offi- fresnets aU(1 UaH ,t.eu utterly
and men of the British fleet are- passable for a number of months,
tnjoylng the hospitality of the Anierci,.k to.
The boa.(, llltmi(.Ul(1
lean officer ami nieii. the llrii ish n,tify County Surveyor 1. J. Kankln
ships will be fully provisioned for the, t() rei)aro p;ani4 alul specifications
long cruise.
for thu rebuililint; of the bridge so
Prince Louis spent the morning m that bids rr.til.l be advertised for In
making calls on Mar McLlellan ami the m,ar ((JluI.e an(, a contract )et for
,
. th ,.:,,
near Admiral cogmau,
Thill ,....
of the New York navy yard.
ture is one of the largest and most
important bridges spanning the Klo
Grande in liernailllo county and Its
FIFTEEN PER CENT
repair will be hailed with delight.
The commissioners have decided to
REACHED BY MONEY
divide precinct No. u. Barelas, and a
special election has been called for
Money on call
New York, Nov.
November 22, when a justice of the
went to 15 per cent today, the high peace and a constable will be elected
est that it has been fur some years for the new precinct. It will lie known
past. The last statement showed that as precinct No. 1
and will be uamed
the surplus reserve was almost ex- San Jose.
hausted, and siuce then large sums
The
appointed Dr. V. A. Jones
have been sent from New York, leav- V. H. Kent anil Daniel Scrugcs as
ing them practically nothing in this (lideuates
to the American Mining
market to be loaned. It is reported consress
convenes at. El I'aso,
that Secretary Shaw intends to de Texas, on which
the 18th of this month
posit several millions of government
funds with the banks to relieve tnei.,cu;
situation, but the report could not be NtW YUKK LlrC WILL
confirmed.
DEFY MISSOURI LAW
TROUBLE REPORTED IN

ci.

WHO

He Gets
mm,,

"

ses-sion-

AN ELABORATE; FESTIVE PROGRAM

HEARST ASSERTS CANDIDATE HEARST ONE

FOR

PLAY

!

FORCE SENT TO CRONSTADT
JOINS THE INSURGENTS.
St. Petersburg, Nov. 9. A force of
Uhlan cavalry sent to Cronstadt. I
J. LEE PLUMMER.
reported
to have Joined the Insurgent.
Ths republican candidate for treasure
Is also reported that the artillerj-meof Pennsylvania, defeated Tuesday It
In the force have Joined the inHe was the avowed candidate of surgents.
"Boss" Durham and the machine.
OFF GOES OFFICIAL HEAD
OF GENERAL TREPOFP.
guarded by Ave policemen and the
St. Petersburg, Nov. 9.Botb Count
street In the neighborhood of the of- - Witte and the emperor have made anflea of the elections board soon became other surrender. General Trepoff ha
been removed from the powerful poJammed with people,
sition which he occupied, that of gov
ernor general of 8t. Petersburg ana
VORHEES, OF ELECTION
assistant minister of the interior, and.
BOARD, RECALCITRANT,
the Russian premier has agreed to
New York, Nov. 9. President
Immediate universal suffrage. Count
of the election board, refused Witte, while not questioning the sinto open his office In advance of the cerity of Trepoff In
lathe
regular time, 9 o'clock, and the opln new regime, realized the universal
Ion was expressed when the office hatred In which he was held, and
was opened this morulng that the of General Trepoff himself, agreed that
flee could not possibly receive all the his retiring would appease the popu8,0o paxes in the city. Action was lar wrath, but it was some time betaken by Hearst because of a rumor fore the emperor would yield, as he
that a printing ofllce was running off regarded General Trepoff as a safea number of ballots and he feared the guard to 'himself and family. Finally
boxes would be stuffed while they he yielded, on the condition that General Trepoff become the commandant
were In the hands of the police.
President Vorhees refused early tO' or the palace, and the latter then reday to receive the oillcial ballot signed as governor general.
boxes as the New York Buprtime court
had held in recent elections that the WHO IS LABOR
board of elections is not the prope
custodian of tho boxes, but that the
AGENT COLLINS?
police are.
FATHER OF LEO BACA SAYS THAT
M'CLELLAN SECURES ABLE
HIS BOY WAS INFLUENCED TO
COUNSEL TO KEEP OFFICE.
New York, Nov. 9. Mayor George
LEAVE HOME.
11.
McClellan announced today that
to protect his interests In the proceedA. J. Baca, the father of Leo Baca,
ings brought by W. R. Hearst in con- the boy who wits shipped to Colorado
testing the mayoralty election, he had to work in the sugar beet fields near
retained lega, counsel. He has em- Rocky Ford, leaving here unbeknown
ployed the law firm of Parker, Shee-ba- to his parents last Friday night, saya
and Hatch, of which Judge Alton that there was a mistake about his
U. Parker Is head, and t lie firm of
son knowing at the time of
Dykeman ami Carey. The first named the departure of his elder brother. Mr.
firm is of Manhattan and the second Baca first received information that
of Hrotikiyn.
his son had been shipped to Colorado,
by a boy who saw Leo at the train,
BROOKLYN TAKES SAME
but Mr. Baca did uot get this boy's
STAND AS VORHEES DID. name. Mr. Baca is now seeking to
New York, Nov. 9. President Vor- know more of this man Collins, who
the boy
hees said that even If tho legal de- is reputed to have furnished says
that
He
transportation.
railroad
cision should be that his board must
had any
receive tho ballot baxes, he would have be does not believe tothatColorado
when
them sent under police guard tj some intention of going
storage place other than his office, ho went to the depot on Friday night,
go
by
to
which was roo small for the purposp. but that they waa Influenced
station.
him
at
the
who
one
met
some
Brooklyn,
albo,
the ballot baxes
In
were not accepted by the Uiurd of The boy left home without taking his
police
were permit- overcoat.
elections, but the
ted to carry them into their room In
the Temple liar building. It is re- DENVER GRAND JURY
ported that many ballot boxes In
Brooklyn were not properly sealed.
INDICTS EDMONDSON
n

Vor-hee-

s,

Io

END COLLISION
Denver. Colo., Nov. 9. The grand
ON NORTHERN PACIFIC. Jury, alter, more thau seven weeks of
Missoula, Mont,, Nov. !. Northern ...n ice coin iinie.l its laliors today and
Pacific passenger train No. 4,
made a final report to Judge Palmer,
running 3') miles an hour, of the west side court. Two additional
crashed Into the rear of an eastbound indictments were returned against J.
freight two miles west of here today, H. Edmoudson for embezzlement w 11114
and a score of passengers and train- president of the Denver Savings bank.
men were injured.
The two
Eleven persons were indicted, iu conrrflved Injuries which will nection with the failure of that bank
probably prove fatal.
during the ('liberation of the Jury.
REAR

east-boun-

ALJIUQUKKQUE

PAGE TWO.

CITIZEN.

KVKK1NC.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

9. 1905.

Haw! Hawl Hawl
FJ.E PROGRAM FOR
With fair weather the fair will
AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS
prove a successful affair. That's fair.
Isn't It? Wellington (O.) Enterprise.
Pihllsie Dailjr and Weekly by
ADDRE8SES ARE TO BE DELIVER
She pot herself a waist
irtie Citizen Publishing Company
4. 4, 4. X
ED BY EIGHTEEN OF THE COUNOf monssellne do solo;
COLUMNS
POPULAR
And. donning It, she chased
TRY'S FOREMOST MINING MEN.
at Foatnfnce itw trmnftmimkffl through tfc
A very handsome hole.
oil M eerond elaae matter.
Eighteen
El Paso, Tex., Nov. 9.
From the Vaudeville.
addresses by some of the most prom"Come here mit yonrseluf. Otto.
inent mining experts of the country
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Capital and Surplus

$100,000
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SALE GROCER

Flour, Grain and Provisions
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RAILROAD TOPICS
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Gathered From Official Sour-

H. Moore, traveling agent of the CONCRETE TRIED AS
ces Kith
railway, with headBALLAST FOR ROADBED.
Santa
quarters in Los Angeles, Is In the
A force of men has been put to
territory looking after railroad inter- work laying concrete for the ballast,
Arrangement.
ests.
upon which the ties and rails are
laid. This fotjji of roadbed has been
L. M. Williams, road master of the tiled by various other railroads, and
Santa Fe Central, .with headquarters In each instance it has been unsuccess- WORTHY OF IARF.FIL READING
at
attended to business at ful. The Pennsylvania engineers say
the company's headquarters in Santa Liar they have discovered a new proThe assessment of the territory for
Ke, yesterday.
cess in the laylng'of concrete, which
totals $ 12,578.792. an Increase of
they declare will overcome the former
llomeseckers ra'tes are still In ef- difllculties. The chief virtue of the over "half a million dollars over that
fect, being placed on sale In eastern concrete is to prevent washouts and
cities at intervals of two weeks. The destruction of tracks by storms, to of. the year previous, brought about
will
continue which cause so many wrecks have by the fact that the El Paso & NorthInrush of settlers
throughout the winter, hut the lowest been traced.
eastern railway Is taxed for the first
rales of the year are past.
time In Otero county. The exceptions
BEATS OPERATING
amount to $2,528,164.75, an Increase
Neither the Lake Shore nor the
RECORD OF WORLD.
over 10i),i(0 over last 'year, leavof
Pennsylvania road would think of reThe Pennsylvania company's eighducing the schedules of their fastest teen
New York has ing the assessment for taxation purhour
from
train
trains during the winter, hut It may reached Chicago only four times be- poses almost 4oo,(miO greater than in
he done next spring; if the coming hind its schedule since it began its the year previous. Had it not been
arbitration of the question ""hf dif- daily trip of 912 miles 124 days ago. for heavy losses In cattle and sheep
ferential fares results in the adoption The greatest
the range during the winter and
was 13 min- on
spring of
of a basis of common time, common utes, while on detention
due to inadequate
occathe
other
three
fare.
and lack of provision for feedsions it was late from one to nine min- shelter
utes. The day the train was thirteen ing, the assessment would show a
Speeding along at twenty-fivmiles minutes late it was blocked by an much greater increase.
San Miguel
an hour, a Missouri
Pacific passen- accident to another train less than half county takes the lead In assessments,
ger train struck and demolished a a
Its total for 1905
being
4,O30.782.
mile from the station. The almost Bernalillo
wagon
containing S.noo pounds of clocklike regularity
county Is second with a
Pennsylthe
of
dynamite at the Spring avenue cross- vania's
fastest train Is being widely total of $3,572,454, and Chaves county
ing. St. Louis, Saturday, killing the discussed by railroad men. It Is as- third with $3,222,335. Other counties
mule attached to the vehicle. There serted that, from an operating stand- having an assessment over $2,000,(nHt,
was no explosion.
point, the Pennsylvania's achievement are: Colfax, $2,960,815: Grant,
Socorro. $2,333,3(10;
Dona
has not been equaled by any other Ana, $2,309,412.50:
Eddy, $2,036,300,
The news, joyful to the postal clerks railway company in the world.
Otero,
$2,027,927.
and
The counties
has come that the Santa Fe will soou
having an assessment of between
supply steel cars of the latest pat- HOW TO GET COKE FROM.
$2,000,000.
and
are:
Santa Fe.
tern in place of 28, 29. 34, 60 and 52
TRINIDAD TO SALT LAKE. $1,796,572; Union, $1,714,627;
Luna,
that are in use on the south end. These
The Las Animas county coke ovens $1,559,648; Valencia, $1,315,074; Mora.
cars are seldom In use, and the advent have been running in full blast for $1,311,225;
Sierra, $1,297,865; Rio Arof the safer cars will be hailed with the past few weeks and yet there is
riba. $1,045,563;
Lincoln, $1,044,535;
Joy by the postal clerks that are com- a shortage In coke.
Since the des- Roosevelt, $1,014,826.
The counties
pelled to risk
lives In

1.

Dome Fortune Knocks at
Your Door and Shouts

TUtorm Ea5terh Addition
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truction of the Utah Fuel company's
plant by fire at Sunnyside. Utah, some
time ago, the Utah plants, which have
hitherto been supplied with coke by
the Utah works, are using Colorado
coke.
The El Moro, Terclo. and
Starkville ovens have been filling or
ders for coke for the Utah plants,
which the Rio Grande has rushed
through, giving It right of way over
all other freight, in order to prevent
the big Utah factories closing, which
would mean the throwing out of employment of thousands of men.
Vice President C. II. Schlaacks, General Manager A. C. Ririgeway, and a
number of other officials of the Rio
Grande road hae been making a tour
of the road, planning a method by
which the coke can be shipped faster
and in greater quantities to Utah.
The distance to haul the fuel is great
and much coke must be shipped in
order to keep the different plants constantly supplied.

The Santa Fe never before has had
such a strenuous year as this one has
been.
Excessive business has been
done In every department, construction, repair and operating. A slight
decrease In the passenger business Is
beginning to be noticeable.
It will
probably continue .until the Thanksgiving and holiday rates go Into effect.
Speaking of the necessity for some
regulation as to charges for lost baggage, a railroad official says that
claims filed with railroads for baggage lost or destroyed, show that men
never pay less than $75 for a suit of
clothes. $4 for a shirt and $8 for a
pair of shoes, whilesthe prices paid
by women for wearing apparel indicate that there Is more money In the
country than anybody imagines, and
the women have the most of it.

0

NOT

GREATEST

GOOD

BY PRUDENCE MANN EN
Two hundred rlnh
lately asked to decide, "Who is the
greatest woman in history?"
rThey answered, "The wife of a man
.
of moderate means, who does her own
cooking, washing and Ironing, brings
up a large family of boys and girls to
lie useful members of society, and
finds time for her own Intellectual
and moral Improvement, is the greatest woman In all our history."
It Is a question whether there ever
was such a woman.
There are a lot of great women in
history, from Eve to Lady Henry
Somerset.
But historical
greatness
cannot
properly be imputed to a woman
who, though she deserves all praise
for the discharge of mediocre duty,
was not In history at all.
She wasn't great, as the dictionary
cefines the term. But she was good,
SOME

if she only did a third of what the

cluj women name as conditions.

She married because she wanted to;
and if she benefitted the 'world thereby, it was only incidental.
Housekeeping as a profession is no
such enlightening, broadening, satisfying vocation as many would have
us oelieve . Once a woman gets her
house well In hand, its management
is largely routine, and takes but little
hrain activity.
It doesn't at all involve greatness.
No oie can be groat, n. the world
.o
i r'.It grea.-n-'wltlevn otttH-erablbrain activity. No one was
great In any time who did not have
activity of Borne sort, that proditced
definite historical results.
This "wife of a man of moderate
means" was not great ; just good.
There is a vast distinction.

!..

INTERESTING ITEMS

FROM SOCORRO CHIEFTAIN.
One of the very prettiest of all the
weddings that have occurred in Socorro in recent years was celebrated
in Epiphany church when Miss Ruby
H. Berry, the charming and deservedly popular daughter of Mrs. Jas. F.
Berry was united in marriage to John
E. Griffith, Junior member of the well
known law firm of Dougherty & Griffith.
The library of the School of Mines
received last week 2im volumes treating of mining and geologic themes.
These books wi.l be placed on the
shelves lor retVronce in a few days.
Miss Annie W. Fitch, after a year's
leave cf :ib.seiice, has resumed her post,
as librarian of the School of Mines.
from her sojourn in the
Ketuniii!
east and in California, sin- - has found
the library nearly twice the size It
was when she left it.

Delegate Andrews has sent to the
School of Mines a number of volumes
of the government scientific publications. These are odd volumes to complete partial sets already nearly filled
out. They have been long needed and
it has been hitherto impossible to get
many of the liooks even through the
second-hanbook stores of the larger
cities.

e

GOOD APPLES OF
SAN JUAN COUNTY.
Burr Milleson has a fine lot of apples on his ranch above town, de-

spite the worms, says the San Juan
County Index. He has picked and
packed Sou to I.imki boxes of good apples, which were bought by F. New-hal- l
& Sons, Chicago.
Mr. Milleson
i has
a thrifty, heavy-bearinorchard
and a go: d slock ranch and Ik doing
well, as can every man in this county
who will take tire pains to care for
what he plants and plant things In
which there is money. San Juan
county will foon be ,i community of
orchards, or ten and twenty acres, of
garden and poultry pln;, an l the markets will continue to f.i'ek this favored
spot, for tile fjual'iy and appearance
cf Its products will take the blue ribbon in ony company. Spraying will
be commenced extensively the coming
year.
j

"I Thank the Lord!"

cried Hannah Plant, or Little Rock,
Ark., " for the relief I got from Buck-len'Arnica Salve. It cured my fearful running sores, which nothing else
would heal, and from which I had suffered for five years." It is a marvelous healer for cuts, burns and wounds.
Guaranteed by all druggists; 25c.

s

RACE HORSE SOLD TO

AUSTRIAN GOVERNMENT
)

fir

one-hal-

A

FAMOUS

FRENCH RACE HORSE.

famous In continental Europe, has Just sold the auiiul t.j the Austrian government for
(
Jlon.ooii).
5'mi.O'io franca
Gouvernant is the ton of Red F;ix. His winniiiM
in
amount to nearly $15u,oiii.
lio3-o-H'-

.

GAPON GOING BACK?

Street

D. K. B.

NOTICE OF SALE.

ceeding pending in said court wherein
Wii.iam L. Trimble la plaintiff, and
A. A. Tilmble. executor of the last
will and testament of Lawrence
S.
Trimble, deceased, and
administrator of the partnership asset!
of W. 1 Trimble & company, and the
heirs at law and legatees of Lawrence
S. Trimble, deceased, are defendants,
numbered 6842 on the docket 6f said
court, the undersigned will on Wednesday, the 15thday of November,
190b. about the hour of 10 o'clock a.
m., on the premises hereinafter described, sell at public auction to the
highest bidder for cash, the following
described real estate situate, lying
and being tn the city of Albuquerque,
County of hemalillo aid Territory of

a

-

'

v

7

New Mexico,

FATHKR GEO. GAPON.
dispatch from Stockholm says
that Father Gapon, who led Russian
workmen to the slaughter In St. Petersburg, last January, and who has
been In exile ever since, has left
Sweden for the continent.
It is surmised that he will ' next turn up In
Russia.
A

TOUGH

JOB'

YERKES'
CAMPAIGN
AGAINST
PATENT
MEDICINES
MAKES
HIM UNPOPULAR.

to-wi- t:

Lots numbered one (1), two (2),
three (3), four (4), five (6) and aix
(6), of block nine (9), of the original
townslte of Albuquerque,
together
with the Improvements thereon, consisting of a frame stable and other
structures used by the firm of W. L.
Tilmble & company In the conduct of
the business of said Arm.
The sale will be made subject to
the approval of the said court, and
upon confirmation of the sale, the pun
chaser will receive
good and euffl
cient deed, and will be let Into possession of the premises, which will
be sold as a whole, and without division.
A. A. TRIMBLE,
Executor of the last will and testament of Lawrence 8. Trimble, deceased, and
administrator
of the partnership assets of W. u.
Trimble & company.

Washington, D.
CV. Nov. 9. John
Verkes finds
It
necessary to NEW ROOMINGOpened
AND
deny about twice
BOARDING HOUSE
a w eek that he Is
Your patronage
Mice,
solicited.
to enter, Presi- clean rooms.
dent Roosevelt's
VTRGINIA MAESTAS.
cabinet. He is the
623 South First street
sort of a man who
attracts, and his For a limited time we will give
friends are al- with every
pipe, one
ways starting re- -' package
of Gold Shore plug cut smokports that Ken- ing tobacco,
free. Henry Westerfeld,
John W. Yerkee. tucky is about to 207
Railroad avenue.
nave a cabinet
member. Then Mr- Yerkes rises to
say that It is all the work of hU good
out iooi rriends.
Yerkes Is not nonular lust now with
the makers and vendors of patent
medicines containing a to -ran- j . 1 ...
age of alcohol. The n White nHouse iand
his office are daily flooded with let
ters. leicKrams nn.i remi iitiona to.
tifylnir to his nnnoniilarlt v
nut ho
still says he will demand a license if
the concoction is more whiskey than
memcine.
25-ce-

A

SELLERS, Manager.

TRAIN LOAD OF BOOKS

Big Book House Failed
STOCK MUST BE SOLD AT ONCE
AT FROM 10 TO 60 CENTS ON
THE DOLLAR.

THESE ARE SAMPLE PRICtS.
copyrights were $1.50.
Our
price 38 cents. List includes "The
Christian," "Call of the Wild," "Brewster's Millions," "Graustark," "Th
Castaway," David Harum," etc. Encyclopedia Brittanica, 10 vole., half
leather, regular $38.00, our price $7.75.
Charles Dickens complete works, 15
vols., regular $15.00, our price, $2.95.
Xmaa Special.
WORLD'S BEST
POETS. Shakespeare, Longfellow and
48 others.
Le Luxe edition.
Full
leather, padded, pure gold edges, regular $1.50; . our price, 70 cents each.
Every book guaranteed to be new,
perfect and satisfactory,
or your
money back without question or quib-

Iate

are oauted bv Indigestion. If yon "eat a
little too much, or if you are subject to
attacks of Indigestion, you have no doubt
bad shortness of breath, rapid heart beats,
heartburn or palpitation of the heart.
Indigestion causes the stomach te
expand
swell, and puff up against the
heart. This crowds the heart and Interferes with its action, and In the course ef
time the heart becomes diseased.

Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure

bling.

Practically any book or set of booka
at a fraction of the retail
price while they last. Get our free
bargain list before ordering.
Save 60 to 90 per cent on Christmas

you want

digests what you eat takes the strain off
ef the heart, and contributes nourishment booka.
strength and health to every organ of the
Write for it today.
body. Cure Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour
THE DAVID B. CLARKSON CO.,
Stomach, Inflammation of the mucous Dept. 4.
Chicago, III.
membranes lining the Stomach and Digestive Tract, Nervous Dyspepeia and Catarrh
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
f the Stomach.
H.
5769.
taw nv,mr feed weoMdlatm m by making Department of E.theNo.Interior,
Land Ofmy
palpitate and I would baoom very waak.
brt
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, OcPlnaUf I gat a bottle ot Kcdol and It (ate ma Imnr
Biatenliaf. Altar atlna a law bottlaa I am awed.
tober 31, 1905.
MRS. LORIMO NICHOLS, Pra Yaa. M. Y.
Notice Is hereby given that the folI had tamasn troubla aod aa tn a bad ttaia aa I lowing named settler has filed notice
bad baart trouble with It. I took Kodol Driaapeia of his Intention to make final proof
0ue Isr about tour avmlh and It curad ma,
In support of his claim, and that said
D. KAUBL& Nevada,
proof will be made before the probate clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on December 6, 1905, viz., Gertrude Heco, widow of Francisco Heco,
rnaaraa at tfc
BUrauWU!ta
deceased, of Valencia county, for the
Momo aa aaaa a ta
to..,imi.f.,i it. S4 SEV4, NW!4 SEVi. SW14 NE14,
MtLaJtMMihc
of section
28, township 12 north,
For sale by a1 druggist.
range 7 west.
He names the following witnesses
Mothers everywhere praise One Min- to prove his continuous residence
ute Cough Cure for the sufferings it upon and cultivation of said land,
o
has relieved and the lives of their lit- viz., Juan Bautlste Kowemlsneh,
tle ones it haa saved. A certain cure
Powto, Jose.
and Die-enfor Coughs, Croup and Whooping
Alonza, all of Leguna, New MexCough. Makes breathing easy, cuts ico.
phlegm,
out
and draws out the inflamMANUEL R. OTERO,
mation. Sold by all drugglMs.
Register.
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What You Eat
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DECORATED
AMERICAN
PROFESSOR IS HONORED BY KING OF BELGIUM.

Washington.

C,

I

M

Nov.

D
A res-- 1

blent of the city
Washington
h is been honored
by Kins Leopold
ot
lielgium. Ill

of

ci'MSbleration
of
hi.-- Uit ingiiiithe d

If more than ordinary skill in playinjj brings the honors of the
bailie to the winning player, go t xct'ptionul merit in a remedy
ensun-- the commendation of the well informedranJ as a reasonable amount cf outdoor life and recreation is conducive to
health and strength, .so doi s a perfect laxative tend to c.ie's
improvement in cases of Constipation, biliousness, headaches,
etc. It is
however, in selecting a laxative, to
choose one ot known quality and excellence, like the ever pleasant Syrup of Fins, manufactured by the California Fi Syrup
Co., a laxative which sweetens and cleanses the sy.' tern effectually, when a laxative is needed, without any unpleasant after
effects, as it acts naturally and pently on the internal organs,

If'erary merit, as
evidenced by his
j;t ;.i
ions. Man- Maurice F. Egan. rice Francis Kuan
has been decorated by Kinx Leopold of Cerium. Mr.
Egan is a professor In t lie Catholic
I'niversity of America and is a writer
on social and other topics.
m-- i

one-hal-

Every Ounce You Eat.
Every ounce of food you eat that fails
to digest does a pound of harm. It
turns the entire meal into poison. This
not only deprives tht blood of the necessary
material, but it
poisons it. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure Is
a perfect dlgestaut. It digests the food
regardless of the condition of the
stomach. It allows tbat orsan to reat
and trer strong aaaln.
Kelieves the
liolcuing, lieait Hum, Sum- aiuuucn,
Inligestion. Palpitation of the Heart,
etc. Sold by all druggists.

OWNERS.

(First publication October 21, 1905.)
By virtue of a decree of the district court of Bernalillo county. New
Mffxlco, made and entered on the 20Ui
day of October, 1905, in a certain pro-

FA

COMPANY,

"

Office, 110 South Second

;

tissue-buildln-

wnmpd Hidrr. owner of Omivernnnt, a race hor

- -
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Miguel. $1.67; Dona Ana, $1.66; Roosevelt, $1.59; San Juan, $1.56; Bernalillo, $1.54; Socorro, $1.51; Guadalupe,
$1.31
Santa Fe, 91) (cuts, and Taos. 53

cents.
From all this it is apparent that although there are reasons for some
differences in the per capita taxation,
there is still room for further equaliza
tion of the tax burden.
Every man
should be asked to contribute towards
the expenses of the government which
protects him, except he be a pauper,
irtd It is no credit to New Mexico that
f
over
of lis voting population
does not appear upon the assessment
or tax lists at all.
It Is but Justice to state, as far as
Santa Fe county is concerned, that
its low place in the payment of territorial taxes Is to be, ascribed to the
fact that many of its taxpayers have
been delinquent for years, and have
not puid the taxes assessed against
them. This Is partly the fault of the
taxpayers and partly of the officials
who have had charge of the collection
of taxes. The collectors for several
years past have been derelict. A butter stale of affairs, it is believed, has
beeu inaugurated and Santa Fe county
will make a better showing hereafter.
New Mexican.
,

Week

SURETY INVESTMENT
-- '

between

roads having contributed over one-halof the taxes collected. The coun
ties in which less than $10,000 terri
torial taxes were collected, were: Rio
Arriba, $8,843; San Juan, $8,418;
Roosevelt, $7,967; Qyay, $7,697; Taos,
$6,816; and Sandoval, $6,731.
The most interesting comparison is,
however, the per capita assessment of
each county less the railroad assess
ment and exemptions, and the per
capita taxes paid. Taking the school
census of 1905 for the 1asls, the per
capita assessment of the counties
ranges as folfcws: Chaves. $408.14
The only other counties having a per
capita assessment exceeding $200 are:
Eddy, $234.09; Quay. $217.41, and
Luna, $204.83. In all four the principal wealth being in stock, especially
cattle.
Counties having a per capita assessment of between $100 and $200. are:
Sierra, $195.73; Colfax, $193.78; Mc
Kinley, $177.98; Otero, $156.48; San
Juan, $152.53; Lincoln, $141.47; Roosevelt, $140.69; Sari Miguel, $118.23, and
Bernalillo, $113.92. The counties In
which the per capita assessment
is
less than $100, are: Torrance, $99.89;
Dona Ana, $98.23; Socorro, $97.20;
Guadalupe, $97.00; Santa Fe, $73.54;
Valencia. $72.29: Sandoval, $69.52:
Mora, $69.- - 44; Rio Arriba. $39.38, and
Taos, $36.76. In other words, Chaves
county is eleven times as rich per
capita Is as is Taos county; almost
six times as rich as Santa Fe county;
almost four times as rich as Bernalillo county, and more than twice as
rich as Colfax county.
To those who assert .that territorial
taxation is excessive, it may be of interest to know that during the past
fiscal year Santa Fe county contributed only 99 cents per capita to the
territorial treasury, and that would
have been reduced more than
f
had it not been for taxes paid by the
railroads. McKinley county leads In
that particular, its contribution having
been $6.01 per capita. Luna county
stood second with $5.56 per capita,
and Chaves county third with $4.74
per capita. The other counties ranged
as follows:
Siena. $4.o!t; Union,
$3.91; Kddy, $.l.7o; Grant. $3.16; Colfax, $:i.l3: Quay, $;i.n5; Otero, $2.46;
Lincoln, $2. 36; Valencia, $1.76; San

Lots

ur

Sold Last

$319,981.
In comparison, it will be Interesting
to note the amount of territorial taxes paid by each county for the year
ending June 30, 1905:
San Miguel
contributed $43,783.
The following
counties contributed
over $30,000;
Chaves, $43,627; Bernalillo, $39,091;
Grant, $39,177; Colfax, $36,347; and
Union, $.10,422. Those that contributed
between $20,000 and $30,000, were:
Kddy. $26,308; Socorro, $23,970; Dona
Ana, $23,406; while the following paid

into the territorial treasury

L0T8, IN THE EASTERN ADDITION,
Only $10 down, balance $1 per week
and no mud or amoke.

Twenty-Fo-

with an assessment roll of less than
fl.000.000. are:
McKinley. $992,473;
San Juan, $917,719; Guadalupe, $823,-819- ;
Sandoval, $810,839; Taos. $720.-661- ;
Quay, $589,723; and Torrance,

$10,ooo and $20,ooo: Luna, $19,662;
Otero, $19,397; Sierra. $18,026; Santa
Fe, $17,216; Valencia, $16.ol; Lincoln,
$16,170;
McKinley, $13,526; Mora,
$10,597;
Guadalupe, $10,210.
The
showing of several counties would be
poorer
much
were It not for taxes paid
by railroads, in some counties the rail-

Si

$100 to $200 per lot.

Excellent drainage

e

them.

tie

SEE THE BEAUTIFUL

1904-190-
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NOTICE

FOR

New Tailor Shop.
well known tailor
has reonened a tailor ehon nn ts.v.rth
A.

J. Morelll, the

First street, where he is ready to
clean, pref s and repair ladies' and
news' clodi'iig. Suits made to order.
Patronage of former customers solicit-'- ,
ed.

t'-.-

OfOc-

tober 31, 11)05.
Notice is herebv civen that th ri.
lowing named settler haa filr!
of his Intention to make final proof
In nupport of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the probate clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on December 5, 1905. viz., Juan
Bautlste Kowemisneh, of Valencia
county, New Mexico, for the S'fc
NW;, N SW'4, section 28, township
12 north, range 7 west.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon
and cultivation of said land,
viz., Gertrudes Heco, Jose Gonzales,
Hisenta Alonza and Teodoro Powto,
all of Laguna, New Mexico.
MANUEL It. OTEItO,
Register.

I
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PUBLICATION.

H. E. Nj. 59iS.
Department of the Interior, Land
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
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simply assisting nature when nature needs assistance, without
griping, irritating, ot debilitating the internal organs in any way,
as it contains nothing of an objectionable or injurious nature.
As the plants which are combined with the fitis in the manufacture of Syrup of Figs are known to physicians to act most
beneficially upon the system, the remedy has met with their
general approval as a family laxative, a fact well worth considering in making purchases.
It is because of the f.ut that SYRUP
is a remedy of known quality and excellence, and approvej by
physicians that has lt d to its use by so many millions of well
informed people, who would not use any remedy of uncertain
tvery family should have a
quality or inferior reputation,
bottle' of the genuine on hand at all times, to use when a
laxative remedy is required. Please to remember that the
genuine Syrup of F'gs is for sale in bottles of one size
only, by all reput iMe druggists and that full name of the
company California Fig Syrup Co., is plainly printed on
me I ron t or every package regular price, 50c per potiie.
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INARTISTIC
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Thero should be a harmony between the room,' Its
use and Its decoration. One Idea should pervade each
wall inclosed space. Now, each picture tells a story;
not of necessity an Incident, but It lias something to say.
Perhaps the message of the girl within the golden border
Is "see how beautiful are
my eyes my hair how
sweet my smile:" next to her the pile of fish, fresh
caught, may speak either of st renin and hike, or of planked shad; then there may lie a message of peace anil
love from a Nativity, and beyond il a pair of lovers on a
Venetian cnnal, and a soft twilight showing the beauty
of combined violets and grays. These pictures speak
their message's as insistently through the language o!
color and line as with audible voices, nnd their clamor
duds our ears to the subtler harmonics of art. This
sort of artistic hash served In our homes morning, noon
and night has given the whole general ion such a fit of
artistic Indigestion that it has lost all sense of taste.
Half unconsciously, as yet, the truth that the picture
is not the hlghst form of art. Is not Indeed ait at all, is
being borne in upon us. We perceive dimly that pictures
j on our floors are out of place, and the sale of the
rug and the rose sprinkled carpet Is declining.
We still enjoy the terrloro and the boquet on our walls,
It
but we no longer feel happy In walking on them.
ought to be as repulsive to us to see an Imitation African
lion on our walls as to see a reai one walking about our
rooms. In our public buildings, where, In spite of many
mistakes, the architecture Is generally better than In
our homes, we no longer consider the picture as neces
sary, or even desirable. We realize that beautiful wal.s
would be obscured by having things hung upon them.
while good construction will be enhanced by frescoes
and wall paintings.
Fancy the Boston public library
with a row of gold framed pictures replacing the frieze
of the Prophets!
Though we see that these decorations
are more beautiful than detachable pictures. It has not
yet occurred to us that we can have the same sort of
things in our homes. Martha S. Bensley In The Independent,
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About the boy's clothing question.
ticket m
Tuesday's election of the American
.
The boy who I clothed here will
Amalgamated Copper
SOT,
Salt Lake, which tickett was especially nominated as a
.lHlt
American S.r-'a- r
wear better clothe and he'll wear
revolt from tho dominance in L'tah politics of the Mor.
Atchison, common
K2'V
snid
recently
things
some
brings
church,
to
mon
mind
them longer than he will If his
Atchison, !!
.10314
.11"
"M"
Baltimore
by the Philadelphia ledger, from which The Citizen
parents are not particular about
74.
Brooklyn It ;iid Transit . .
makes the following extracts:
.170-where they buy.
Canadian r.e ilic
. 43
The Mormons do at present in the Mate of l'tah
Colorado Fuel ,v Iron
. 2,
Colorado S"iitln in, common
surpass In numbers, but they are laggard in achievement.
2 piece Suits, from . .$3.00 to $6.00
Colorado Somhevn, first ..
advanced.
has
state
the
that
efforts
is
to
not
due
their
It
Colorado Southern, second
3 Viec
Su'tg, from ..$4. 50 to $7.50
Chicago, c:te ,t Western common 20 '4
They may have quantity, but the quality that builds up
r.3
C.
O
Blouse Suits, 'rom .. $4.50 to $6.50
a commonwealth is in the ranks of the opposition, and
File, common
47t
augmented
by
being
Boys Overcoats, from $3.50 to $9.00
drafts
Erie, first
these ranks are constantly
147
Louisville a Nashville
The Sait Iake
upon the middle west and the east.
Missouri Pacific
fsvl
I
Tribune, which fought the Mormons so long ago that the
never deal in trash. It's nothMetropolitan
Mexican (Vri'ial
avenging angels of tho church were likely at any time
ing short of wasting money to buy
New York Central ...
llS'ii poor, cheap clothes for a hoy,
to carry out the mandate of death', continues at the task,
Norfolk
i
now no longer one that Involves personal danger. Its
Reading, c. mmon
141'4
..
Pennsylvania
139.
editor is the son of a man once at the head of the Mor28
Rock Island, common
mon organization, and himself is offspring of a plural
Rock Island, ptd
il
marriage. He has served as a United States senator.
Republic Iron & Steel, common.. 23'
Now that he has abjured the family faith, he speaks with
92The Clothier and Furnisher.
Steel, pfd
Republic Iron
an Intimate knowledge. According to the Tribune, probSouthern Pacific
67i
probeen
has
175
ably oue half of all the wealth of Utah
St. Paul
34
of
Southern Hallway
duced by Gentiles, although they represent
s
Tennessee Coal & Iron
the population. The Gentiles own almost
32
Texas Pacific
of Salt Ike City, yet they are not more than half of
12!Hi
Union Pacific, common
the total population. Of qualified voters mere, however,
36
U. S. S., common
60 per cent are Gentiles.
101
pfd
U. S. S
There Is no mistaking the Mormon purpose. It Is to
20 V4
YYHlia&h,
common
consign l'tah to the grip of the leaders of the church.
Wabash, pfd
2K
Wisconsin Central, cimimon
There is nothing reasonable In the supposition that the
on
Western Union
Gentiles, more enlightened, will permit the state
43jO
IT. S. Leather, common
has erected and is making great to suffer this
Greene Copper
fate. They have brought in the capital, opened the
52 k
O. & W
mines, laid the rails, turned water Into the barren
you
Btretches. Indeed, It is because they have been thus
The funeral of Irvln C. Nelson, toe,
busily engaged that they have in some measure neglected
young man who died Monday at Camp
Is
ITEMS ALL ABOUT WOMEN
their political duties. They were Inclined not to provoke
Birnie, was held this afternoon at 3:30
o'clock from the undertaking parlors 6
the hostility of the Mormons and to Ignore the circumenFROM SEVtRAL SOURCES
of A. Borders. The services were con- - 0
stance that these people were not free agents, but inA
of
pastor
TUillins,
C.
J.
Rev.
bv
ducted
struments of the elders.
In
it the Methodist Episcopal ennren,
The Citizen would add that Tuesday's victory was
.v T?nv I n Hammond
The
not an attack on Mormonism as a religion, but it was
volume
to
remains will be shipped to Whitehall,!
useful.
Successful Speculator,
a revolt of Americanism against the Mormon church as
Mich., for burial.
of
Miss
former
Elizabeth
Rose
Cleveland,
sister
a power in politics, and announces the beginning of the
Bros., Bush &
The
President Cleveland, has made herself Independently
end.
rich by careful real estate investments. It was during
Mr. Cleveland's first term that Miss Cleveland purchased
what Is known as Seven Hundred Acre Island. She paid
There are thoughtless people who believe that boss-is- $4,500 for this property, Improved it. and has ever since
and graft are only campaign cries and that the issue been sidling off lots, until her profits on this one investmade upon them Is merely one of moral sentiment. Let ment alone has netted her upwards of $2iiU.imil.
THE SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS.
206 SOUTH SECOND STREET.
such look to Philadelphia for a practical lesson, though
the moral side of the issue U none the less important.
Queen.
Colorado Cattle
j
Six million dollars is a lot of money. Yet the $ti,330.iK)0
Mrs. Emma Caselle, known local. y as the cattle
which Philadelphia has been robbed of in the titration
queen of Otero county, was sentenced last week to the
s
and boulevard Jobs is hut part of the price which
XXXXXTXZXTZXXX TXXXXXXXXXX
county Jail in Pueblo for one day and to pay a fine ot
must pay for bad government.
B LONDON
CLUB LIVERY AND a
,Thls
possible
was
$25
penalty
smallest
costs.
the
and
That kind of government is always costly. It means
FEED STABLES
poor sanitation and Inadequate police and fire protec- for the illegal fencing of government land. It was Bhown
Who takes pride In her bread and
Corner Second and Marquette. M
tion. It means defective paving and sidewalks and all that through a delay In selection of land leased by the
cake making knows the pleasure and
Mrs.
ground
Caselle
board
state
land
had
that
fenced
the inconvenience and losses to the community incident
satisfaction to be had by the use of
K
thereto. It means general waste, extravagance, care- she thought to be state land, when in fact ' it. belonged
Empress mills Hour. She knows her
lessness and Incompetency.
Thus, the money stolen to the government.
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
mutreasury
part
,6t the
is the smallest
direct from the
Offer to supply you with anything In
most nutritious and healthful, and her
nicipal loss.
our line, at prlcea that are fair and
Owner of Many Treea.
making
now
are
square,
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
we
and
For the infamous government they have had, and
probably
Henry,
Mrs. Arthur
wife of the novelist,
and light.
all Its wretched and costly consequences, the people of owns more trees ' than any other woman In America.
M
Prop,
GRANNIS,
C.
Philadelphia have nobody to blame but themselves. Some of them grow on the mile square tract which the
H
Red.
Colo.,
300
Auto Phone, 311.
Courageous and public spirited citizens and newspapers Henrys possess up in the Catskills, but most of them
M
Day and Might Hack.
M. BERGER
dinned into their ears for "a number of years what was do not. They grow on other people's land. Tree col- $12 Refrigerator
Mexico. M
New
Albuquerque,
(9
114 West Copper Avenue.
going on at the city hail, but they refused to heed or to lecting is a fad with her, and when she sees an especially $8.79 Blue Flame Oil Stoves. .. .$8.75 xxxxxxxxrxxxxrxxxxxxxxxxxx
believe, or knowing the truth they did not vote, or be- fine tree she goes to the people on whose land it stands $8 China Tea Sets
W
LINE
25c JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STA6E
wildered by party issues voted to keep the rascals in.
and offers to buy It. Usually when the owners find that 40c China Salad Bowls
Many of them awakened at last to their interest and she wishes neither to cut down nor to transplant the
Decorated Haviland China, at 20
Carries the United States mail;
per cent discount.
duty, aa Tuesday's election Clearly demonstrated.
tree, but only to feel that It is hers, they make her a 75o
only
line with a change of stock en
25c
Berry
Glass
8ets
Bossism and graft are no mere campaign cries. They present of It. Once or twice a year she hears from every
20c route; good rigs, horse and drivers;
35c Glass Water Pitcnera
are vital questions that ought to come more c)osely home tree in her collection. Most of her trees are named and $1.75
$1.25 rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
Decorated Lamps
to honest men than any other issue. The boss and the all of them have their pictures taken and filed away In $4.50 Decorated
$3.25 Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For
Lamps
prafter are to be dealt with as business matters. We an immense album.
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers ........65c particulars, address W. L. Trimble "A
40c Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
must learn to treat a thief or scheming trickster in muni50c Steam Egg Poachers
110.80 B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea, N. M.
$12.50 Buggy Harness
cipal affalrB, or in corporations controlling trust funds,
in New Jersey.
Women
precisely as we would treat a thief or trickster employed
The women of New Jersey, in common with other
in our own private business, forgetting partizanship
ALBUQUERQUE DANCING
club women of the country, are for one thing trying to
ACADEMY.
and looking only to honest, efficient service.
carry out the idea promulgated in resolutions adopted
STOVES, RANGES,
FURNITURE,
Open Saturday nights at Col-- e
ombo hail. Instructions from 8
at the St. Ixiuis meeting of the general federation, "that
WINDOW SHADES,
IRON BEDS, BEDDING,
dancing
o'clock. SWcial
4 to
children under the age of 16 years should not work
CAMPING OUTFITS,
ART SQUARES,
from !! to 12 o'clock,
Nothing more clearly shows the strength of the re- between the hours of 7 p. m. and 7 a. m.; that children
AVE.
RAILROAD
AND
FOURTH
ST.
volt against bossiam than a campaign occurrence in New should not work who can not read and write English."
Sold
Goods,
York City. It was the address of Mr. t'hoate,
The federation furthermore recommends that "every woto Great Britain, at a Jerome meeting in Carnegie hall. man should be a committee of one to use all possible
Mr. Choate worthily represents the highest type of in- Influence against everything which dwarfs the minds and
tellect, honor and courage, not only in the republican bodies of children."
Mexico
117 Gold Avenue,
party, but in the whole United States, regardless of
If the women of the country felt that (heir responparty. He is quoted by the New York World as saying sibilities to children began and ended with the little ones
to the meeting:
in their own nurseries, and that they were to shut their
"The question is whether we are strong enough, eyes and ears to every cry of suffering and Ignorant
whether the people of this great city are strong enough, child humanity, it would be a sad world Indeed. Individto throw off this brutal tyranny and to demand the con- ual effort, experience has proved, counts for much more
tinuance in office of a brave and valiant servant of the when
and the best means to an end has
people who Is being turned down by the bosses and the been found In the federation .
machines because he is a faithful servant of the people."
Mr. Choate does not mince his words. A bos is to
In Various Places,
him "a creature without scruple or conscience, who fills
general
ion of. women's clubs will take
The
federal
bis capacious maw with graft, who feeds his greedy folThe saving of time means esmfort.
lowers upon political garbage." But the climax of bis an Interest in a pure food bid to come before congress
this winter. An effort will be made to organize a naThe saving of labor means eeee. The
vpeech was reached when he said:
-Jerome did absolutely prevent the only fusion that tional pure food league.
saving of money means eeswsmy. AH
You.
they wanted he prevented the fusion of Odell and
these savings can keet fce attained y
In Mount Pleasant, la., the club women supported a
Murphy to carry on the campaign f..r the sake and the
Installing a
iniot.
years and then prefree public library for twenty-fivbenefit of Murphy and Odell."
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
119 South Second Street.
sented the library of 7. (miii volumes to the town. In the
free public libraries
The world has long laughed at tin- ancient story ot state of Iowa there are eighty-onIII
the man who made a bet That bis trained ilog would do started by clubs.
anything he told him to. First, he commanded the dog to
In dollars and cents they cost no more. In ouarlty they are
Women in Rhode Island have been making experiBit up and speak. But the dog
under the bed
better than
In durability t hey last longer. One-thirsuperior.
and laid down. "Well, go undt r the be.i ami lay down, ments in modi tenement bouse building with great sucYou are moat cordially Invited te examine our new
any
other.
in
OYSTERS,
then," cried the man. "I'm bound to have oii mind me, cess, and no doubt women of means would find this
line.
anyhow." The same ludicrous spectacle is presented ty house building idea a very congenial one, as most women
in
In
plan
the
houses which their husbands build, and would
uie Autocrat or an me kussihs wiicii tie announces
that it is bis "Inflexible will" which his subjects are at i he same time find an onnortunitv for helniiiii those
Old stoves taken at a fslr valuation.
carrying out when they do what they phase. Nicholas f their mx who are not women of means.
THE McBRAIN FURNITURE CO., 205 Bold Ays,
Is careful to have the world understand that it Is by his
The Massachusetts club women, through the Joint
"inflexible will" that be renounces the powers of a car,
,VURX.fOOD
effaces himself and proclaims the constitutional govcru-men- t conuniitee on sanitary and industrial conditions find
V
r lcr umim I,I'StAt l
VULMin
he was powerless to prevent. That "inflexible wil"," that the condition of women and children in cordage and
nviLu
VN IfcMMttttftOTMUvtt
j!
lj
Is
twine
factories
especially
rehard;
and that certain
of Nicholas Is ibn most pitiful Joke of the age.
VHttwil T
fwVtltlr
forms can be brought about, especially In the "wet room."
V
cUAWfcwmotJ
if
ctciy
"There are live Thursdays in No- England enforces certain laws In regard to the work
Says The Ojt io
i
they
will
that
In
try
to
passed
have
Massachusetts.
vember this year, and we're to give thanks on the last
30.
on
November
falls
month,
which
Thursday of the
Mother and Daughter,
We have the consolation, however, that we won't have
They were strolling through one of the uptown
jil.
nu
tm
to wait this long again for our Thanksgiving turkey for
something like 300 years." There Is one advantage in parks, plainly mother and daughter, the iatier a child
Thanksgiving's failing so late In the present month, between five and six years of age. The daughter Is eviwhich the Optic probably did not observe. In the next dently learning her letters and bus the regular order of
twenty-twdays the Morning Journal may, perhaps, find the alphabet on her little mind.
Passing under tin- - big oak tree, tho mother stopped
time amidst Its arduous delving in the dust covered
202 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
tomes of past ages, to tell its few select readers that anil picked up a handful of acorns and with their cups
President Koosevelt has issued a Thanksgiving proclama- that bud fallen from the tree.
"Look, Katie," she said to the child "you can take
tion ami to let them know what lie said in it.
preservatives, Ice and
Water,
pn set vatives;
no
No water,
these home for cups and saucers fur dolly."
The country lues reached such an intensity in i's
"What aro they, mamma?" cried the delighted cluld.
,
together Into a stale
oysters
w
on-iall
I,
ale.
hite,
i
stci's in a si
"Acorns," said the mother.
sense of out age at the methods and results of bossism
I
wooden
Fiaast
tub.
led case; ice outside.
in the political misgovet nineiit of American cities, that
"Why not H corns," asked the interested little one.
"Hi iiiii--e they gmw on tliat oak tree," said the wise
there will be but few disinterested people, In any or all
WlB8$,BrmiI,E!:.
parties, who when they lead the nws today will not mother.
isincerely wl.--h success to W. R. Hearst In bis efforts
Prop.
HARNETT,
"Tueu why art) they not Ocoriis?" inii iie,) the
JOSEPH
to send 1 "( Tammany tools to the penitentiary, whe the r
little one.
SAMPLX
darling,
ll
you,
you
sapnk
"I
they be leaders or followers; and provided it bL true
when we get home if
CLUB ROOMS
120 West Raflfoai
that they are guilty of the offenses with which he aU me uny mure such foolish questions," answered the
N v Vor': f'in.
charge's tin m.
t affi ciiouute im titer.
one-thir-
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good music. It cannot be procured
any old kind of a piano. If ycu have
a taste for good music,
should buy
an Instrument that
the product of
master workmen. Perfect In tone,
during
construction and with a suf

i

of carrying power
make the Instrument
Chlckering
Lane, and Victor pianos are such.
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FALL STOCK IS ARRIVING DAILY
the next few days
and that for tasty
designs in
new and
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PAT CROWE, HERE TODAY
How the Sleuths, Who Thought They Haj a
ward, Were Most Sadly Mistaken Therein.
Tat Crowe came to town this morning from Williams. Arizona, and a
he walked up Railroad avenue, Chief
of Police McMi.lin and hln day sleuths
s
The
watched his movements.
was
old time representative
present, and as the much wanted
marched past him the pencil-pushe- r
remarked to the chief. "That's
him," meaning the famous kidnaper of
the Cudahy kid near Omaha several
years ago.
A consultation was hurriedly held,
after which Patrolman Knapp was de.
tailed to keep his optics well trained
on the famous kidnaper, and The Citizen, who had a photo of Crowe and
his alleged captors, was requested to
Cltl-ren'-

Ridding' Proved Conclusively to be
County Bastile of
Most Widely Read Paper
AH Vermin.
in New Mexico.

Sheriff
Re-

old school, received the reporter with much cordladty, and, on
being shown the above photos, said:
"Yes, that's my likeness, but I can
prove an alibi, for when the Cudahy
kid was stolen I was down
In the
neighborhood of Belen, making everybody thereabouts, even Col. W. M.
Ilerger, believe that Helen was going
to lie the greatest commercial and
railroad center of the universe, and
like Proctor Knott's fable in congress
years ago about Duluth, on the iake,
thinking perhaps Belen would soon be
the greatest seaport town
the Rio
Grande, where Commodore Kent's
fleet would stop at regular Intervals,
and take down to the gulf ship loads

is

Armijo

KALSOMlMNG

of the

ADVERTISING MEDIUM

THE COUNTY JAIL

THE

INTERIOR'

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

LATEST STYLES IN SINGLE BREASTED, FLY FRONT
BREASTED
SINGLE
BELT
OVERCOATS,
BLE BREASTED ULSTERS AND NEW
AUTOMOBILE
COATS, AT THE LOW PRICE OF

MUMiMiii

It will 1)0 remembered that the report of the recent territorial grand
Mrs. Hester Ann Alexander
jury was to n large extent devoted to
Smith finds relative, after fifty
a severe criticism of the frightful conyears' search.
ditions existing at the county jiil,
Kelley found hi horse within
forty-eigh- t
showing that the jail wna overrun
hours after appear- ance cf advertisement
4
with vermin of all sorts, that t?ie inMri. Cheney discovered where- stitution was unsanitary and that the
prisoners confined therein were made
abouts of deserting husband in 4
to suffer untold agonies as a result of
''v days after The Citizen took
.
4
UP the search.
ttWe deplorable condition-The re- port closed by recommending that the
1 f
11 1 M
I
I
sheriff's office take steps to at once
remedy these matters.
j
The Kvening Citizen is the most
Sheriff Armijo. the new Incumbent widely read newspaper in New Mex- of the office, and his chief deputy.
Tnia Is conclusively proven by
Fred R. Heyn. have not bpen slow-- tri 'he late results of news items which
act. They are now superintending lm- - ,laV(' appeared In its columns.
The
proventents at the jail, which, when 1 lllzen
not much given to blowing
completed, will result In things being ,'s own horn; some other paper usual least 100 per cent better. The In- - 8"-- rt,,es 'hat for It, but the late
of the jail Is being entirely complements of The Citizen In re-overhauled, the Inside of every cell covering lost property, returning lost
and room Is being kalsomlned, the ont9 to their relatives and tracing de-painted, and the floors setting spouses are of so great import- woodwork
ance that they are worthy of comment.
scrubbed, etc.
On November 2, Mrs. A. C. Cheney,
In addition to this. Sheriff Armijo
has adopted a new set of rules. These f Oakland. Cal., wrote a letter to H.
rules are that every new prisoner ,S. l.utz, local agent for. the Santa Fe,
brought to the jail must at first take inquiring after the( location of her
a bath. He Is then furnished with deserting husband. 'The Citizen
underwear, a new
suit of Ushed the letter, and on the morning
clothes, consisting of overhalls and a after the publication. Mr. Lutz was
and Is placed In the "bull formed that the wayward A. C. Cheney
pen" w ith the other prisoners who 'a at San Marcial. The Pacific coast
have thus been fitted out. By this papers clipped the Item which
there Is no danger of a new peared in The Citizen, telling of
who Is committed to the c.v's whereabouts, and The Citizen hag
s
county Jail, contaminating the other a letter from the deserted wife
on account
of his being Ing It fcr the part It took In locating
Cheney.
filthy.
On October 31, T. E. Kelley, a cattle-onerThe jail now contains fourteen' prls-Among these fourteen there man from Magdalena, had a horse
is not one w ho "has any kick coming, stolen from where It was hitched on
Mr.
but on the other hand, all seem very. North First street in this city.
well satisfied with the treatment they Kelley Inserted an advertisement In
are receiving. All of the prisoners are j The Citizen offering a reward for the
In a healthy condition and the county recovery of the horse. Forty-eigh- t
had
jail is in the best shape at the pres- - hours after the advertisement
ent that it has been for a long appeared. Mr. Kelley was notified by
j The Citizen that his horse was watting
time.
Bernalillo county needs a new jail, for him at Grants, a small station on
as the present Improvements will only the Santa Fe Pacific, railroad, seventy-serv- e
temporarily. In the first place, five miles west of Albuquerque, where
the present institution is too small. 'it had been caught running loose. R.
which makes It necessary to crowd liarela recognized the horse from the
the prisoners together in what Is vivid description given by The Citizen,
called the "bull pen." Another do- - and immediately wired The Citizen
feet, which should at once be rem- - that the horse was there,
Hut the greatest discovery made by
edied. but which will require an out- lav of at least two or three thousand The Citizen was the finding of Mrs.
dollars, is a proper sewage system in. Hester Ann Alexander Smith, for her
the jail. Including several good bat n relatives, and vice versa, after a total
rooms, with hot and cold water. This ignorance on the part of either as to
to keep the the whereabouts of the Trther, lapsing
would not only serve
health of the orisoners good, but It over a period of fifty years
On Tuesda? last. The Citizen pub
would also be the means of routing
lished a clipping from The Wantage,
out the vermin and keeping It out.
(N. J.) Recorder, answering an adver
tisement of Mrs. Smith, asking the
TERRITORIAL BOARD TURNS
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Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

OVERCOATS
for Men and Boys

ADVERTISERS: FOOD FOR THOUGHT

Ht

PAQt FIVK.

r The

THE CITIZEN" AS AN

OVERHAULING

ALLEGED FAMOUS KIDNAPER,

EVENING CITIZEN.

j

12

Men's Automobile Overcoats, made of Fancy Cheviot, Single Breasted,
Fly Front; cut very full and extra long, priced at,

tH

$12
Men's Automobile Overcoats, made of Fancy Cheviot and Plain Vicuna, extra heavy, Single Breasted, Fly Front, extra good lining,
priced at,

14

Young Men and Boy's Overcoats in all Styles and Prices

r
see the noted man. and, as a reporter, of chili, chill con carne, frljolcs
get some facts about his movement a maize, trigo and other delicatessen so
and ascertain possibly whether or not wed adapted to this valley."
After this eloquent appeal, in the
he was the Omaha Pat Crowe, who, in
the past couple of years, has made establishment of his alibi. Officer
Knapp concluded that the reward get
history as a kidnaper.
With trembling, the newsgatherer ting would not materialize and thus
approached Mr. Crowe, the alleged made his departure.
Mr. Crowe is a mild mannered gen
kidnaper, and presented the photos,
Patrolman Knapp and several others tleman, who conducts a business at
standing near to nab the man, should Williams. He is here today Interview
He
he confess his Identity, and thus Ing local wholesale merchants.
also has a business at Belen, and will
claim the $100,000 reward.
town tonight.
The alleged kidnaper, like a knight go south to the cut-of- f

FIFTY-CEN-

T

RESOLUTIONS

ON

THE

DEATH OF COMRADE GIBBS

MR. HYDE

DOWN ALBUQUERQUE

DENTIST

WHISKEY
Bottled In Bond.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

mander.
Comrade Gibbs died at the National
Soldiers' Home, in Santa Monica, Cal.,
October 22. 1905, and was laid to rest
In the cemetery at that place.
In the death of our beloved comrade, we mourn the loss of a most
Bincerely appreciated
valued and
member of our post, but we. mourn not
.
.. . : I
.. ... 1.
..
I.

beyond the grave, as we waft aloft
a heartfelt prayer to the resists above.
We ure filled with the brightest hope
that in spirit we may see our com-

rade marching In the Grand Army
above, where our Supreme Commander
reigneth forever.
To the bereaved widow, Mrs. Martha Gibbs, we tender our heartfelt
sympathy and condolence.
Resolved, That this, our tribute to
the departed comrade, be entered upon
our minutes in perpetual memory;
that a copy be transmitted to Mrs.
Gibbs, and a copy to each of our daily
' papers
for publication.
We bid our comrade the last fare
well in mournful spirit, as we cast
upon his casket our tokens, the evergreen weath, a rose and the laurel.
TO RESUME HEARING IN
We cover him with the flag of the
WASHINGTON MINE CASE land be loved so well of the nation
fur whose unity and preservation he
fought so well and bravely.
IMPORTANT WITNESSES FROM A
November 4. I'.ioo.

J

MELINI & EAKIN

0

Sola AfenU.

0

Albuquerque, N.'M.
Aatomatlo Phone, 199.

fifty-cen-

DISTANCE HAVE ARRIVED, AND
JUDGE ABBOTT WILL RESUME
TAKING OF EVIDENCE TOMORROW.

.Indue A .1m r t waa busy in chambers
today with a minor civil case. It is

expected iliut tomorrow the hearing
of the famous Washington mine case
will he resumed. Important witnesses
from California and Idaho have arrived and they will appear before the
court tomorrow.
Yesterday afternoon jurors were
drawn for the coining term of the district court for McKluley county, which
will conveue in Uallup next week. The
most important case to come before
the court at the coming session will
be that of Claude Doaue, the notorious
outlaw, charged with murder and
horse stealing.
DANCE AT THE CASINO SATURMUDAY AND SUNDAY EVENING.
ORSIC BY THE LOEBSDEVINE
CHESTRA. ONLY RESPECTABLE
PEOPLE ADMITTED.

Kansas City Live Stock.
Receipts.' B.fiitO ; tliatkit was
htronii; muttons, 12. .""'Til: lambs,
'i
fed
6.70; ranee
wettxj-- ,
ewes, $3 wTiZ
Slit

H.VO-fJC-

.7.

M.

N. WARNKK.

(TSTKKS.
JOHNSON.
Committee.

EDWARD

TO THE PUBLIC.
I have bought the entire
interest of
the Highland meat market, and solicit a continuance of your patronage,
I.
J.
satisfaction.
and guarantee
.Mue will remain with me as cutter,
ready to serve his friends.
NOTICE

I. H. FORD.
"We cheerfully wish our successor,
I. II. Ford, success, and the patronage
of nor many customers.
O. W. PARK & SO.V.

received, a line of Women's
Oxfords, Pateut Colt Vamps, Dull Kid
Macks,
Military
Soles,
Extension
Heels, nig Eyelets, with Ribbon Tits.
A
swell looking shoe and heavy
enough fur winter wear. Price, f't.5f.
C. May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad avenue.
.Ium

sas

nut

SAM KEE
he has lots of pretty

that
iliiiiKs, comprising Toys, Indian
Curios, Mexican Drawuwork. nnl
Chun st and Japanese goods, fur
ChriMmas.
215 South Second Street.

UlttltMKMKM
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LEADING JEWELER
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Electric

o

r

305 Railroad Avenge 3

Construction Co., Inc..

JSc

Electric
Engineers and'
4;
Contractors.
Electric
UghtistK
M
- power and pumping plants, dysvsr- 5? mos,
motors
electrical stjpplis
--1 House wlrlns.
X thorlzed ageata torn
m Crocker, Wheeler t
m Co: Agents for tk
g General Electric Co.
Induction
Bootocsv.
stock otf
O Largest
electrical fixture ta.
the southwest. At
30
members of the
" tlonal Electrical

and

For You

Mr-

Yotir Wife
I

1

The Babies

-

"
:

7'.

.

t

H

N.

Contractors'

aaso- -

We gtrm
tickets for the piano contest.
Auto, 'phone, 465.

elation.

RASTER
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W

Coronado

(

Any Old Kind of
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The Colorado Telephone Co.
Room

N. T. Armijo Building.

The only long distance transmitter
and receivers; wall or desk sets; lon
time contracts, as you wish; lowest

Porterfield Company

HOW.

18.

Do you realize that you can get
modern telephone service today tor
what you are paying for Inferior service?

Easy Terms

rates.

Gold Ave.
OUR COAL YARD
Ig

chock full of coal that will gladden
your heart and warm your house when
It's cold." Fill your bins for next winter now, and avoid the rush.

ELKS' THEATRE

LOOK

THE POPULAR

1

new Mexico's

F a h ft r

Second SL, Both Phones.

i

Q

ire the lowest.

MONUMENTS.

We have entered into a contract with Mr. George W.
Hickox, agreeing to sell to him our Jewelry Business, Including slock, fixtures, and good wi.l, January 1, 1901.
One strong feature of our agreement with Mr. Hickox is
that we promise to reduce our very largo and complete

A X"

"

J

...

The Southwestern

Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

To Our Patrons and Friends

L1

0

Our prices

UNDERTA KERS

1

4

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows

Albert

201 211 N.

4

Q

cV

And also a full line of

STRONG BLOCK.

An Open Letter

tJ lie 17
Jli,

son, new

Curtains, Portieres and Draperies

0

0. W. Strong's Sons

oooooooooo

stock to the lowest pos.-ihl-e
point before that date and
with his end in view, we will lupin, Saturday, November
4. a SPECIAL
CLOSING
OUT SALE to continue until
I'ecember 31, at which time we positively retire from the
Jewelry Business, having arranged to go Into the manufacturing lumber business in HritiBh Columbia.
Our business In Albuquerque has Increased steadily
year by year, and grateful for this, we propose for the
next two months, to cut out the big end of our profits
and to give you such a genuine bargain sale of really
Fine, Hlt;h tirade Goods, as has never been offered in
our city.
We invite you to make your beleetions now and avoid
the rush of the December trade. We have ample vauit-rooand will gladly lay aside the goods you select, until
you are ready for tht m.
We have been In the Jewelry Husiiiess 'f years, atat
lave never yet advertised a fake sale. In this kale we
a ill offer you tare bargains
in Diamonds and Fine
WatcU-sKvory
e will be backed by niy persona!
guarantee. Mail orders solicited and satisfaction assured

;r the r&a

and Winter
signs In ,

Carpets. Rugs. Matting, Linoleum, 5

0

The young dentist has been a resident of Albuquerque for some months
PEOPLE DESIROUS OF LEARNand recently had charge of the dental
offices of Dr. V. N. Macbeth, while ING SPANISH, ADDRES3, P. O. BOX
the latter wag making an extended 226, OR CALL AUTO. 'PHONE 460.
visit to the Faywood hot springs.
The following applicants for licenses
Honesty is the best policy I
to practice dentistry in the territory
were examined and accepted:
Marie Schilling's
est:
Olney, Las Vegas; P. O. Beerman,
AlamaRordo; Roliert S. Coulter,
tea
baking powrls
WQtm
O. F. Branns, Michigan; G.
cotfM
(favoring extracts
aotf
L. Jenkins, Ias Vegas.
Your grocer's; money back.
The next regular meeting of the
board wlil be held In May, 19uti.
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FRANKFORT, KT.

not even know by name. Last night
The Citizen was Informed that Mrs.
j Smith resided at the Jingle wood room- -

o

We

kriiher,

ii

Bos

o. F.,a

j

G. K.

1:1...
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THE CELEBRATED

"Tri-Alpha- "

nity.
At the close of the second act,
Smith Jumped up: "I'm afraid of
that fellow Hyde; I'm going!" Horton said that he was going, too, and
Donahy said that he thought he had
better be going, too, adding. ".Jother
don't know we are out." With that
they left the house.
of
Whit Brandon's interpretation
"Ir. Jeekyll and Mr. Hyde" was all
fifty
cents.
.that could be asked for for
Brandon's Mr. Hyde was not the Mr.
Hyde produced by Richard Mansfield,
but Mr. Brandon explained in his curtain talk that he didn't receive as
much money as Mansfield, and consequently there was a commercial value
discrimination between the two .Mr.
Hydes. But Brandon's Hyde was hidt
pureous enough to suit the
pose, and the melodramatic features
of the play were lurid enough to
please the most enthusiastic admirers
of tragic art. New Illustrated songs
and new specialties filled up between
acts again last night.
"TlH'Ima" is the bill tonight.

B

s.

WARREN POST 1MO. 5, PAY8
D. C.Labbe, a well known youn
v,..w..
' l"
HIGH TRIBUTE, TO DEPARTED dentist of this city, figured in a some- rrad by a lady ho
and now
MEMBER, AT RECENT MEETING. what sensational encounter at as Mrs. Alexander Smith k. in communi
Vegas yesterday afternoon. Lehhe
cation with relatives.! Vho remember
At the regular monthly meeting of saulted Dr. C. N. Lord, of Santa Fe, her as a little girl, when she followed
The crowd that turned out through G. K. Warren post No. 5. Grand Army
a member of the Territorial Dental a man
and a monkey aw.ay.Jrom home
the rain last night to see Whit Bran- of the Republic, a high tribute was Board, on one of the principal streets
don in the role of "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. paid to the memory of the late Wil- of that city.
Fortunately beyond a and was lost.
These are only a few of the most
Hyde" were treated to something a liam Glbbs, a member of the local slightly bruised face, Dr. Lord was
important results of the The Citizen's
little out of the ordinary in the way post, who died on October 22, at the not seriously Injured.
of an entertainment. The show was National Soldier's Home, In California.
The trouble resulted over the re- columns as an advertising medium,
a good one, but the extraordinary part The resolution follows:
fusal of the dental board to grant since the flfBt of the present month.
waa that played by three young men
the young dentist a license to practice
In Memoriam.
Learnard & LIndemann,. the SouiJ
stationed at a triangle In the audiG. K. Warren post No. 5, department dentistry In the territory. 4t is al- Second street music dealers,
have
torium. Two were seated In the boxes of New Mexico, Grand Army of the leged that during the examination of
floor of the new adand one waa seated near the center of Republic, mourns the loss of a beloved applicants for licenses, Labbe was de- leased the ground
dition to the Whiting block on Gold
the rear part of the auditorium. After comrade, a brave soldier and an hon- tected making use of a crib and he avenue,
and will move their extensive
the first act, Horton shouted: "Smith, ored and esteemed citizen.
was at once ruled out for cheating.
stock
Into
their new quarters about
how do you like It?" Smith shouted
once,
room
at
but
later
He
left
the
William Glbbs was born In Chesterlocaback: "Fine; how do you like it, field county, Virginia, 73 years ago. returned and was given the' pony he the first of the month. (. The new
Donahy?" Oonahy, who was sitting He enlisted In the Fifth United States bad been using.' He vigorously de- tion Is one of the best In the city, and
an& LIndemann
In the back of the house, shouted Infantry December 9, 1856, and waa nied that he had been making use Messrs. Learnard
nounce that they will greatly Increase
hack: "Fine!" and the acoustic prop- honorably discharged August 29, 1864. of it.
muthe He was mustered In as a member of
erties of the house
After considering the matter, the their stock of pianos and other
words, so loudly were they spoken. G. K. Warren post No. 5, Grand Army board decided to let Labbe practice sical Instruments.
They were three 'varsity chaps taking of the Republic, January 13. 1903, and until the next regular examination,
"Drip, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
frater- held the office of junior vice com- when he will be allowed another
Initiation Into the
better cook with sale gas.
" 'VARSITY FRATS" WERE MUCH
IN EVIDENCE AT THE ELKS
LAST NIGHT.
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WHIT BRANDON MAKES GOOD

Selz Shoes for Men and

thank-Itimate-

-

jhll'i'.

-

See Window Display

Chen-prisone- r,

V-

i'vtr Mil

See Window Display

pub-clea- n

I

DOUOVER-

and $14

I

Al

OVER-

COATS,

Ethel Tucker

WOOD1
Wood, )3 full load. Creen
Mil Wood, $2.25 full load.
Eureka White Lime.
HAHN'S COAL YARD,
Auto. 'Phone, 416.
Colo. 'Phone, 45.

Stock Co

Factory

Thursday "Thelma."
Friday "Sapho."
Saturday
Matinee 'Foxy Grand
pa."
Saturday Ni:lit "Across the Desert."

Many a Loaf of Bread

Monday

"Woman Against Woman.'
Tuesday "Queena."
Wednesday "Dora Thome."
ThiiMiau ' n . . '
ET

r
j

ivmj

Saturday
wood Dick."

"Jesse James

or

Dead-- '

and different special! ii"
iti arts c;tch night.

X w
'

iChildren
M

Balcony

' Parquet

foiled

becau.se the good housewife don't know bow to make
Many a valuable prescription has been ruined becaus
the one compounding It didn't know how.
EVERY ONE compounding medicine In this store knows his business,
or he wnuldu l be allowed to compound medicine here.

Has bteii

.

iTiauua.

I

American Block Coal, the best Gallup
mined; CVriillos Lump, the standard
heating coal. All 6lzea of hard coal.

i"'

Kood

broad.

first

St. and Gold Ave.

B. H.Props.
BftlQGS

A CO
Alvarado Pharmacy.'

Both Fhoaea.

PRICES:
15c

and Dress Circle

Auto phone,

20c
35c

If yuii want to enjoy yourself, gave
up your dimes and attend t ie lted
Mens annual ball on Thurs lay
Nov. inter &

0
j

a

Am

316.

Bell phone. 115.

Ktsldence

Auto

BORDERS , funeral Director and

Black or White Hearse,

phone. No. 294

Embilmer

Commercial Club Bulldln.
CITY UNDERTAKER.
$5.00

q
A
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Internal Corrective to Dangerous TenValue of Deep Breathing.
dencies
Stretching the Muscles and Giving
the Heart a Little Extra Work to
LUTHER H. GULICK, M. D.
Director of Physical - Training in New
York Public- Schools.
Ton vrars after a hoy. or a airl.
school
has graduated from ur.immar
such
he may have forgotten evenas when
fundamental facts In history
Columbus discovered America, or the
list, of the presidents of the Lniteil
forgotten how
States: he may have equation
In alto Bolve even a simple school
an
with
left
he
If
Hut
gebra.
prlaljly
erect and vigorous body, lit-school
with
ptill retains It. If he left
for- a shambling gait,111 his head poked
health or lack of
with
.,i
have, to a considerable
"
,...n't ihn.
mvrd with him. If a girl goes
.i ,.r, 'h,..,l nnd conies out clumsy.
ungainly and awkward, the chances of
so throughout Hie are
in
vurv treat, if she comes out of school
graceful and gracious thesf. will stay
with her throughout life
The boy who applies for a position
who is erect, manly, vigorous anu
clear-eyed- ,
stands a far greater chance
of securing the desired work than
hpre the
onimsite Qualities are
shown. The manner of the woman
hn Is eraceful and graciotrs. com
mends what she desires to accomplish,

"

t

By
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the school

ed to counteract this forward bending
cflcct of the desk, so that school gym-

dangerous
life Itself.

second, to counteract the general inactivity of the five hours of school life.
These two objects of school gymnastics can be met In comparatively few
minutes per day. They do not do away
with the necessity for mental relaxation: they do not take the place of
I'lay outside of the school at all. They
are merely me lnieumi uuueum;

they have
hour or so they feel restless, and they
feel like standing up and stretching
and yawning. This is a natural need.
The back has been tent forward ana
now it should be straightened wf.n
great vigor. A person that has been
sitting still should breathe deeply,
and should stretch all the muscles
the heart should also be given a little
extra work to do.
Simp'e exercises, v..iit h can '.? done
in two minutes, should be lione ! the
children at the end of each hour.
These would tend very largely to over
tome the effect of the school de.k
'''he exercises whlcii are u?e.l in the
New York public schools, known bs
setting up exercise
the
are as followsi
Two Minute Setting Up Exercise
(To be taken twice In the morning
and once in the afternoon.)
Class stand.
leep breathing (4 times). Inhale
nnd exhale forcibly. Ttie innaiauon
particularly should be forced to the
utmost. 1 .ie neck should be pressed
firmly backward against the collar.
Stretching (4 times). Ilend the back
gentlv forward; straighten the back.
the chest and lift the arms as
hinli and as far back as possible;
The last
keep the elbows straight.
nni-of t UH exercise snuuiu uc nuncwith s ureal vizor as possible. Count
two while the nnward position is held.
Knee bending (8 times). Keep ine
trunk erect; bend the kneeB half way;
rise.
Deep breathing (4 times) a.s at first.
Class sit.

tendencies

of

;vS

fe',.hV'j

-

7
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WILL SINK FOR WELLS
ON THE PLAINS.
A number of locations
nave been
made ou the plains east of Las C'ru
cos, and we may sunn expect to hear
of a number of wills being sunk. The
land on the plains is as rich as that
In the valley
and as it lias been
proven that there U a larse under
How of water at the depth of 2T,u feet,
there will be no difficulty for eaiiiial
isis to bring it to the surface. This,
when once started, will more than
treble the products of the Mesilla valley. I. as Cruces Citizen.
BOYS STEAL WAGON
AND TWO HORSES.
An officer of Oler.i county, Colorado,
was in Clayton, I'nlon county, last
week and arrested Arthur Allen, a boy
about fitleen years old, who in company witli 11 older hoy, U charged
with having stolen a wagon and two
horseB from a ranch near La Junta.
They sold the wagon and harness to
Jeremiah Ryan on the McKenzie ranch

and the horses they sold at
Allen" partner
Ok.ahoina.
with the money, leaving Allen
where the officer arrested
WANT GROUND FOR
CHURCH

Kenton,
escaped
at Clay-tou- .
him.

BUILDING.

Frank DieU-rt- . assistant treasurer of
the Santa Fe Central railway, is. in
receipt of a letter from the Reverend
J. (5. Ruoff, of Kstancia, informing him
that the members of his church are
contemplating erecting a fine place of
worship in that town, and asking for
Mr. Dieliert's assistance In the matter,
says the New Mexican.
Reverend

Allen's Lung Balsam
Will positively Cure
CoughH, Coldri uml all Bronchial
troubles puut relief by other uieuns.
$1.00, 50c. and 25c per bottle.
deep-soato- d

Thursday Eve., November 9, '05
TICKETS

e

i
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.

"To

.Strang til a. n

tin.- -
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evrititj, ieg'Jt

a
crying need of churches In Estancia
and that all the assistance that can
possibly be obtained is needed to get
the people awake to the fact that at
present they have not the necessary
edifices in which to worship.

places had he found the conditions
sought for, but when he came here
anil looked our town over, he found
the ideal place he was looking for,
and right here he located Mr. Coggins
for the winter. Dr. Allison said he
did not consider Las Vegas in his
search as it was weil known that that
SUPERINTENDENT HADLEY
place was too high, and other condiWILL SPEAK AT ROSWELL. tions were entirely unsuitable for the
County Superintendent of Schools recovery of one affected with tubercu-lo.-is- .
J. M. Reed is in receipt of a letter
Dcmlng Headlight.
from
Hiram Hadley, superintendent
public
New
Mexico,
In
of
instruction
OFFICIAL MATTERS
w,m" co,,us ,ne news u,at nr
No-Mai1
i
w!"
Friday,
here about
Notaries Pujlic Appointed
veiiiner ji. ior I lie purpose or giving an address on education, soys the
The following notaries public have
ll,K'"!l ifcfru. it will he held in tnej b,.,.u appointed the past week bv Uov-lin:h school auditorium.
Mr. Hadley ,mur Miguel A. Otero:
K. V. kl'liil-i- s
one of the foremost educators west .,s Artesia, K.lilv count v; J. T.
MiirllMd nvcr. having held 1.;vau.Sj Hoswcli. Chaves county; Allie
umous important positions In some of wttlthcll Hard. Alamogordo, Otero
uii' leading colleges ot ine souinwt'si, county.
anil his address samild lie heard hv a
Public Funds Received.
..
(u IT.. II
iiiuuev is ruining
iii Hii. .u.
.laie
ht' f"""'K funds have been
partly to see the K,eai l'ecos valley.
ceived at I he otlice ot lerritorial
will
,.!!., viKi.... ...
i.ra
C,,n,i,w,t,
w
1IIWM
Treasurer .). H. Vaughn
school income $3,495. hit; University in
STORAGE RESERVOIR IN
WHITE OAKS CANYON. come, JjrJ.oti; Agricultural ohege in
lxti.4o; j'alace income i.j. ;
Capt. Fred O. I'lumiiier. of the' come
Reform School income $K.8 ; Blind
I'nili.'d States engineer corps, spent Asylum
Income $:S;!.li; Insane Asylum
several days in White Oaks and adja$,"- -;
Water reservoir income
cent sections last week in the interest income
of the desert reclamation service, says $1,454.68; public buildings at capital
$21o.ur; l'edro l'erea
insur
the Outlook. Me was here collecting income
funds $lfiti. Total amount redata as to rainfall, area of water ance
$ii,2!)2.y.i.
Bheds and location for storage reser- ceived to date
U. S. Indian School Appointments.
voirs. The Outlook learns from good
authority that Capt. Plummer reports
Miss Florence Flthian of Dexter,
that he found the most extensive wa- Missouri, has been appointed teacher
in
of
supply
water
at the I'nited States Indian training
ter sheds and best
the valley between I'atos. Carrizo and school in Santa Fe. and entered upon
Lone mountains, and the most feas- her duties November 7th.
She has
ible location for a storage reservoir passed the civil service examination
The site for and is a new appointee. Mrs. Bradin White Oaks canyon.
the dam is some distance l.elow the ford will he housekeeper at the Pueblo,
town.
Miss Cert rude Ferris, w ho has been
DEMING THE "BOSS"
a teacher at the Fnited States Indian
CONSUMPTIVE CLIMATE training school at Santa Fe for sevinning the first of the week Ir. L. eral years, and has made a very satis1'. Allison,
of Urownville, Texas, ar- factory record, has been transferred
rived in this city with a patient, J. A. and promoted to the position of stenCoggin for whom he was looking for ographer and assistant clerk at the
a suitalile place to locate, Mr. Coggiu same school.
The promotion Is very
Dr. well deserved.
being troubled with tuberculosis.
Allison stated that he bad visited
Spend your leisure time at the pool
Tucumcari, Alamogordo. Santa
Fe. Albuquerque and Silver City be- hall at No. 115 West Railroad
fore coming here, and at none of these
Is
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Rented

Pries
50c a $1.00
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Trial.

Mir.

Tlt

Co., Chicuo or N.Y. tot

Burest and Uuickest Uure for all
THROAT and LUNG IBOUB.
' rACIT.
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we can

by us.

gaarantee all glasses prescribed

Optical Co.
Bebber GOLD
AVE.
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Member of Board of Optometry
Examiners.

Machine Works

Foundry and

Albuquerque

R. P. MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings,
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and. Iron Fronts for
Buildings.
Ropalr on Mining anil Will Machinery a specialty
Albuquerque. N. M.
Foundry east side of railroad track.
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ARMIJO & CO.

Goods Now Arriving

Furnishing

Special sales tvery aaxuraay.
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cough
kill
CURE the LUNGS

I.DS

piter,

ttock

uio

LIVERY. SALE FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES
bought and exHorses and Mule
changed.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second street, between Railrosd and
Copper avenues.

G. E. GUSTAFSON, Proprietor.

rONSUMPTICN
OUCHS and

Always
PAPER
Lime, Cement,
Paint, Glass, Saab. Doors, etc.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

BUILDING

rnni

i.

i'i

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

us

Special Machinery

lhi

BALDRIDGE

AND CHICAGO LUMBER

)00C0C00000 oooooococo

Shippin

New Planing Mill

CATHARTIC

Proprietor

BOTHE,

&

WE GRIND OUR OWN LENSES

the Albuquerque Transfer Men

WITH

C.
T

For the reason that

GO TO THE

Best For
bowels

X

CO.

.

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

once, you'll
right;
Price
call again.
there ain't no gougln'.

The

0

PAINTING

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

Road

PAINT
Cover more, look best, wear
longest, most economical, full
measure.

FREIGHT!!

uawl vnnr valuable
rrt and And
do without tti'tu. I bv
Cmtldri
for tolllt) ltoj f'T ri li'l f llotl fttitl
ly
'inuilt-brurcd. Kocoiii-Bifiu- l
and aUi liw
Ontried, you will
ttit in to nvHryone.
hi th fitiiiU)."
te witboul Itir-itJw ard A. Man, Albany, N. Y.

V

I'HERMAN- - WILLIAMS

Many of the best parts of the state
can be reached by no other railway.
Are yon Interested rn Colorado?
Send three cents in stamp (or our
beautiful Illustrated book, "Picturesque Colorado," to
T. E. FISHER, Gen. Pas Agt
Denver, Colo.

FOR ALL KINDS OF WORK.

HORSESHOEING

A

FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies, Imported
aad Domestic Wines and Cognac. The coolest and highest grade ot
lager served. Finest and beet Um ported and Domestic Cigars.

Colorado Southern
Railway

By

n

0

The Scenic Features, the Mining
Centers, the Commercial Cities,
the Manufactories, the Smelting Interests, the Choicest Agricultural
Lands, the Health and Pleasure
places, are H along or reached
most conveniently from the

You have

Harness, Spring Wagons vBullt to
Order.

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

J.

Drayin'

U
Q

0

0

Iht-lt-

K ftvur an kvn,
ohl In Ixi U.

First Street and Tljeras

-

OUICKEL

The Best
of Colorado

Movin

RE- -

CARRIAGE

SANTA FE IS THE WAY

"I have

Ros-wcl-

TRIMMING AND
PAIRING

CARRIAGE

It is peculiar that all of as
should compliment the Harvey
System, and yet wo do. It's a
habit, and we can't help It. I
am really ashamed to say anything further, but I ean't abstain. The dining car service
on the California Limited Is too
good to be true.
IC T. W.

thu:
tnrfirt.
Usetl

CANDY

Third and Marquette

fOiCOiOtO0COIO

EVIDENCE OF FAITH.

iliousness
bvr

,

SCREEN DOORS

From the California Limited

South of Viaduct, on First Street
'

lvn?frf

Ge nt ral Bailding Supplies

'Consumption runs In our family,
and through it I lost my mother,"
writes K. 1J. Reid, of Harmony, Me.
"For the past five years, however,
on the slightest sign of a Cough or
Cold, I have taken Dr. King's New
Discovery for Consumption, wWch
has saved me seriou3 luns trouble."
His mother's death was a sad loss for
Mr. Reid, but he learned that lung
trouble must not be neglected, and
how to cure It. Quickest relief and
cure fur coughs and colds. Price 50c
and $1.0(1; guaranteed at all, druggists.
Trial bottle free.

j
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RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

CAR SERVICE

Son Lost MotTter.

;

jken for
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THE DINING

H. O'Rielly & Co., Guarantee That
Hyomel Will Cure the Worst Case
of Catarrh in Albuquerque.

1

Contr;;

f

When one of the most reputable
druggists in Albuquerque guarantees
that a medicine will effect a cure or
he will refund the money. It speaks
volumes as to the merits of that rem
edv.
Here is the way that J. H.
O'Rielly & Co., are selling Hyomel,
the treatment that has made so many
cures of both acute and chronic cases
ALL HOME
of catarrh in Albuquerque and vicinity
Myomel la not a pill nor is it
cooxino
liquid that has to be taken with ta Boston Baked Beans and Brown Bread
blespoon or wine glass. Just breathe
every Saturday.
it bv the aid of an inhaler that comes 401
WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
will
with every outfit, and the benefit
be seen from the first treatment.
The comnlctp Hvomel outfit costs
M. DRAGOIE
but II. nnd includes an inhaler, drop
sev
ner. ami sufficient Hvomel for
Dealers In
eral weeks' treatment.
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
not
Remember that if Hyomel does
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
cure you, J. H. O'Rielly & Co., will
all kind of Fresh Meat
good
refund nur money. This is a
300 North Broadway, Corner of Wash
time to cure catarrh by this natural ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
method and prevent catarrhal colds
that are so common at this season.

,

Coalractor

Z
Cement-8toHouses and foundations.
this material Is warmer In winter and cooler In
summer than a brick house, and Is cheaper than good brick.
2
Foundations for frame houses cheaper
common rubble
atone. Let me figure with you. Drop a card than
2
and I will call.
CORNER WALT
AND BANT
A

Woman's Exchange

letter states thut there

t. CLEVINGER, "ason

D.

J. KORBER

I

i

t

'Cp" 'ft

Vh

!, :

S1.00

Thursdays.
KEEP YOUR HORSE COMFORTABLE
No. 7, San Francisco Fast Mall, ar
m.
p.
11:10
p.
m.;
departs
10:30
rives
Cold Weather Means
Southbound.
No. 27, departs 11:30 p. m., connects Horse Blankets and Lap Robis
with eastern trains.
No. 7. carries through chair, stand
ard and tourist sleeping cars for San
We have them In all kinds am
Francisco.
price.
SPECIAL
LOW
PRICE,
No. 22, arrives from south 7:30 a m.,
NOW, as we bought a large quantity
connecting with No. 2, east bound.
AH trains daily except No. 3 and 4 direct from the factory.
No. 1 carries through chair, stand
ard and tourist sleeping cars to Los
& CO.
Angeles.
Corner
of
First Street and Copper
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

These exercises are simple. They
are rather pleasant than otherwise;
they have demonstrated their effect
iveness. Running around playing tag
is a good thing, but it does not accom
lHh these specific results that are
accomplished by the two minute exer
else. Some people object to school
gymnastics, because they do not tin
derstand this precise aim. They think
tiiat. the object of school gymnastics
is merely that of general exercise
To Illustrate how the old fashioned
recess Is no longer adequate:
If 50
children in a class room are to have
a
recets, which is to be used
In the old fashioned way. and there
are 80 other class rooms that are rio- upantliialli. u t ui
n it
tit
iniiif.! inni.in anj all
..it uar,,i thtiicr
these childre n must remain in their
rooms. In a class room that Is full
of desks there are comparatively few
games of the old fashioned type that
can be played. The furniture does not
admit of roughness, and great noise
cannot be made. Exercises must be
devised which are good for the children, and which can be carried on right
in the class room. These are school
gymnastics. Thev are not as inter
esting as the games, nor are they for
purposes of relaxation. They are to
overcome the effect of the sedentary
hours. This work can be done as well.
so far as the exercise" Is concerned,
and very much better so fat as the
relaxation Is concerned. If the pupils
could have a romp In an old fashioned
grassy school yard, but the old fash
ioned grassy school yard is not to be
found in the city.
School gymnastics justify the time
and expanse given to them if the boys
secure by these means erect, vigorous
carriage, and springing, elastic mus
cles with vigorous health. And for
the girls if they become strong and
healthy, graceful and gracious In man
ner.
STRONG

Ruoff's

TERRITORIAL TOPICS

Red Men Hall

Eaatbound.
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cook

No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:D5
a. m.; departs 8:30 a. m.
arrives
No. 4, Chicago Limited,
11:59 Tuesdays and Fridays; departs
Wednesdays
and
12:09 a. m.,

I

Ball

ImnrAiiArl flrrlnt n t

mm

A

V

'M"

NEW TIME CARD

Th licst wav to secure good pos
nastics are needed for two great reby frequent short intervals.!
asonsfirst, to secure good carriage; ture Iseverybody
has noticed that after
That Is to fight the school desk. and. Most
sat si ill at a desk for an

I

i

a--

-- r-

9, 1905.

GIVEN UNDER THE
AUSPICES OF THE

1VJ

7;t

Westbound.

-

X-

V:

YB

No 1, Los Angeles Express, arrives
7:30 p. m.; departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3, California Limited, arrives
10:40 a. m., Mondays and Thursdays;
departs 10:50 a. m., Mondays and

while the opposite qualities make her
every endeavor more difficult.
School physical training alnrs to
give to each boy and girl, so far as
possible, these qualities.
In the old
days there was- plenty of playground
space, so that the whole school could
tie turned out Into the yard and have
a good romp for fifteen or twenty
A school In the crowded
minutes.
city with one, two, three, or even four
thousand pupils cannot possibly do
this. The limitations of playground
apace are absolute. The great gamoa
which have been played from time
Immemorial by school children cannot
lie played because the space conditions
have been altered.
Children are obliged to sit at the
school desk approximately five hours
a day. Their arms are forward much
of the time, they are looking down and
they are quiet. Even If we could give
them the old fashioned recess, this
would not counteract the effects of the
school desk. It has been shown many
times that special exercises are need- X

Don't wait for
explosion
with gas thn humane (way.
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"two-minut-
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hCS Rfo Second Annual

November 9. Thelma.
November 10. Sftpho.
November 11. Across the iJesert.
November 9 Second annual ball ot
Improved Order of lied Men, at lied
Mens' hall.
George Samuels
November
company.
December 1 Th "Rroken Hearted
Club" and "Sarah's Young Man," by
local talent, under ihe auspices of the
Albuquerque Woman's club.
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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

EVENTS

COMING

HOT FORGET THE, BODY
n
r
li.u,.

EXERCISES TO
ROOM
SCHOOL
THE SHAMBLING
OVERCOME
CLUMSINESS. AND IMGAIT.
PART HEALTH AND VIGOR TO
BOY AND GIRLS.

,

O. F. PLATT,
The real cleaner and dyer. Lafirve
and gentlemen'
dies'
clothe a specialty. Portieres,
lace curtains, etc. 1411 North
Fifth street. Old 'phone, Red,
266-2- .
Automatic phone, 675.

HAY GOOD
The Cleaner

Will do all your CARPET,
HOUSE and WINDOW CLEANING, and doctor your stove, at
the rate ot 25 cents per hour.
Auto, 530.
Phone Red, 271.
3II North Seventh Street 3
1

1

KXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)

A. W. HA YD EN
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.

S.

1 . VANM. O. D.
Eyesight 8peclaliL
Piesident of New Mexico Board
Optometry.
established optician In New
First
Phones. Auto. 108; Colo.. Black 265 Mexico. Glasses fitted for poor eight,
headache and nervous strain.
Qtnce Room 9, Whiting block. Appointments
made at Vann'a drug
PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND more.
BRUSHES.
Saddles, Lap
Leather,
Harness,
O. DINSDALE
Robe. Horse Blankets, Etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five year and
stops le"r-- .
CasU paid tor Hides and
Pelts.
Boarding Horse a Specialty
109
AVENUE.
WEST RAILROAD

Ofrice and Factory
412 WEST COPPER AVENUE.
Albuquerque, N. M.

Thos. F.'Keleher

HIGHLAND LIVER)
GTAELC

ALBUQUERQUE

9, 1905.
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EVENING CITIZEN

third Street
Meat Market

OLD MOTHER HUBBARD

SPORTING...
...BREVITIES

PAGE SEVEN.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

All

Kindt of Fresh and Salt Meats.
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building, North Third Street
,

One word
is said to
parsimony
explain the poor showing of Brooklyn
on the base ball map. The management is said to expect to secure good
players as are on the New York team
of the financial outand at one-fiftlay.
Mathewson was the only pitcher in
the National league to let the opposing batsmen down without a hit, while
Henley, Smith and Dineen performed
the feat in the American League.
The major league drafting season
has closed, but the Class A league sea-seIs open, and the way the fellows
further down the line are losing players Is a sin and a shame. It Is a game
whereby the stronger feast on the
weaker. The fellows way down there
at the bottom probably goes out and
kicks the dogby way of relieving his
pent up feelings.
Harry Newnieyer, a southpaw, of
Denver, who quit tlie game while playing with Waterloo, la., because his
salary was cut, has signed a contract
to pitch for Pittsburg next season.
Fred Clarke owns a l.uoo-arrfarm
in Kansas, and is spending his Idle
moments watching
his hired men
string a wire fence around it. Among
other agricultural Implements Clarke
possesses a steam plow that turns a
dozen furrows at once.
Mertes owns a newspaper route in
'Frisco, his contract calling for the
delivery of all the papers to the various news stands In the town.
Dr. Edward W. Hagyard, for years
veterinarian at the Bitter Root stud
in Montana, will start a thoroughbred
breeding establishment near Lexington, Ky., and will have at tne head the
English stallion,
famous
St. Lawrence, by St. Galien, dam by
Hampton. The mares which will comprise the establishment are a number
that were purchased from the estate
of Marcus Daly.
"Wild Bill" Donovan,
the Detroit
pitcher, is a teetotaler. Early in life
he promised his mother never to touch
liquor and he has kept that pledge
with absolute fidelity. Donovan credTHE REPORT OF THE BOARD OF INVESTIGATING ENGINEERS APPOINTED TO EXAMINE THE FILits his fine pliyBlcal condition largely TRATION
SYSTEM OF THE CITY O? PHILADELPHIA, AS WELL- AS THE BOULEVARDS
NOW UNDER
to the fact that he never tastes inCONSTRUCTION, SHOW THAT THE TREASURY WAS ROOTED OF $6,0(0,000 BY THE GANGSTERS. News
toxicants.
Catcher Kittredge is hunting big Item.(NOTE Telegraphic returns, published in
The Citizen, give the glad tidings that the grafters were beaten
game in the woods of Maine. He ex
pects to remain up there until time for at the polls Tuesday, and the treasury will soon be replenished.)
Raleigh, N. C to coach
him to go-tthe base ball squad of the Agricultural and Mechanical college of that
IN
city.
YORK
Judge Borwell of Los Angeles, in
handing down an opinion in a suit between "Diamond Joe" Costen and his
Partner, P. J. Gorman, bookmakers TOOK AN ESPECIAL INTEREST IN
and race horse owners, said the eviDIST. ATTY. JEROME, WHILE
dence showed that the conditions and
OTHERS WORKED VP ENTHUSexisting
relations
between hosenien.! IASM FOR HEARST AND THE
bookmakers and professional gamblers
PARTY NOMINEES.
are such that the public is simply a
fool to place its money in any races
(By Katherine Leckle.)
there with any hope of winning. The
judge said the evidence showed th
New York, Nov. 9. Never before
races to be run on the sure thing have women taken such a conspicuous
plan, and that only "suckers" try to part in politics as during the election
beat the game.
just ended In this city.
The fact that Duncan H. BroVne,
The most important demonstrations
right tackle of the Columbia eleven,
played an entire half in the game with by women were In favor of candidates
Princeton with a broken collar bone, who are openly opposed to bossism. A
"has occasioned considerable comment. sign, the. 'women suffrage supporters
1
I
IIS
There is no doubt that Browne dis- declare, (hat woman is always to be
played not a little fortitude by his found on the right and moral side;
act, but he showed considerable more
The feminine political beavers husdamfoollshnees in risking the possi- tled In a way that would shame
bility of further injuring himself. A
politicians, and took themselves
player who wantonly risks Injuring as seriously as "though the franchise
himself is entitled to little commiser-tio- was "entirely theirs. Not one perhaps
in every thousand of these women
should he be disabled.
Joe Nealon, first baseman of the wants the suffrage;-oh- ,
dear, no, they
San Francisco team, denies that he are altogether too extremely feminine
has signed a contract with the Chi- for that. But playing at politics is
cago team. Manager Clarke of Pitts-.bur- quite another thing.
is said to have offered Nealon
So they autoed the town, most of
$3,000 to play next season with his them, in the Interest of Editor Hearst
team.
and Wm. Travers Jerome. If the fair
The students of Amherst college ladies had their way the job of dishave taken un fencing and a class of trict attorney would be. a life one, with
30 students is being instructed in the Jerome
the incumbent.
3r,71
Wj-- i
rudiments of the art. The Italian stylet Irawing rooms were turned into
of fencing is being followed, as it Is!
headquarters for Jerconsidered much superior to that of ome, while pamphlets were folded, en- Miss Helen Varlck Boswell talked re- iastic gentle
followers. Mrs. Harry
the German.
veloped and directed by fair buds. publicanism.
Blatch, able daughter of Mrs. Eliza
League These toured
The outlaws of the
enin the fastest
town
At
many
the
exclusive
Delmonico's
beth Cady Stanton, pave every mo
are flirting with Cuarley Hemphill ofi
most expensive auto cars, toss- thusiastic meetings of women in poll-tic- s ment of her time to help secure the
the St. Louis Americans, and say they! and
ing out literature telling why their
were held.
mayor's chair for Win. Randolph
will get him if money is any InduceMrs. John Sherwin Crosby, ably sup- Hearst.
should win.
Women, maid and matrons
ment for .him to draw away, from the candidate
Mrs. Margaret Astor Chanler is pres- ported by Mrs. Harry Hastings and In all parts of the city told upon the
big league.
Municipal Mrs. Silas Leverid'ge, were democratic platform nightly what good times
ident
of the Woman's
Piesident Ban Johnson has stayed League. Her, second name shows her feminine leaders.
there would be In case Hearst was
the fluttering of the Chicago heart close relationship
Municipal ownership had Its enthus elected.
leader of
over the rumor that the American New York's 400. to the
many
brought
She
league headquarters were to be re- fashionables into the political arena
moved to New York. He said the east- with her. They
MARRIAGE OF POPULAR
daily at INVESTIGATING COAL
ern owners had tried to get him to the headquarters assembled
AND IRON DEPOSITS.
of the league, at 31
ROSWELL YOUNG LADY.
leave Chicago, but he preferred living Union square. Noon
meetings were
F. A. Jones and R. B. Thomas, of, Miss Stella Landsaw, one of Ros
in mat town to New York. He volunheld,
it
was
no
Infrequent
and
sight
Albuquerque, representatives of the well's many pretty and popular young
teered no reason for his preference.
suchh
as Mrs. New Mexico Coal & Iron company,' ladles, was married last Sunday at the
The people of Kingston. Jamaica, for
Henry
Villard
Mrs.
and
Frederick spent several days in town last week home of her parents at 1003 Lea avesaw their first game of base ball the;
be upon the platform pound-In- investigating our coal and Iron de- nue, on Military Heights,
to Samuel
other day, when rival teams from tiioj Nathan todaintily
gloved
hands togeth- posits and the feasibility of erecting a' Kelman of Kent, Texas, who is succruisers Denver and Yankee played' er intheir
applause
in speeches fav- furnace for the reduction of iron ore cessful cattleman with a wide circle
.in exciting game, in which the e.i-- j oring ardent
Jerome.
I iiusiasiu
somewhere on the north side of
of friends in his home stale.
ui the spectators was equal;
Mrs. Clarence Burns, one of the mountain, says the White Oaks Ione
Out-- ,
to that el tile players.
leading
club
women of the state, and look.
Subscribe for The Evening Cttlten.
The Georgetown University faculty;
will return the silver cup won from
the English in the "oyard dash by
Arthur Duffey in l'.o-l-2- .
Tne English amateurs are greatly interested in
Duffey 's confession that he was a professional while claiming to be au amateur. His English records will be expunged, as his American records were.

JOE

RICHARDS

Cigar.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

CIGARS

W. Railroad

113

Arena.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

PIONEER BAKERY

BALLING. Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
we desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque.
SIMON

I

n

Lily

Smoke the Wblte

Wholesale Grocers

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Established In 1882

FOUND AT LAST

F. G. PRATT A CO.

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
.las. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We have added to our already well equipped laundery a machine wllth which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to us
and we will straighten them out for you.

bodon's Granite Flour.

Staple and Fancy
v: roceriea

e

Hillsboro

Rnttor
AJ

TtAst

nn

in,

Free Delivery.
South Second Street.

Orders Solicited.
214

0

IRRIGATION

HAY, GRAIN AND FEED

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
B. MacMANUS.

South First Street

602

the
and
are ALL
RIGHT, WE GUARANTEE our Out-f- it
for 6 years. We are Headquarters
for Power Pumping Machinery. Send
for Catalogue.

Mgr.

Both Phones

d

o

WOMEN PLAYED POLITICS

NEW

f

CITY CAMPAIGN

injS

Ik,

old-tim- e

n

A. E. WALKER,
riRE

The

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Associa
tion. Office at t. c Raldrldge'a Lum
ber yard.

1621-163-

l1D'

TrI-stat- e

I

g

LEGAL

NOTICE.

Last will and trstamrnt of Elizabeth
ltaxter, deceased.
To Jaiut s H. SluiMi, txi r ntor, Mary
A. Contittt. Klkn Van Hulen, Elizabeth Hail, John I). llax:cr, I.etty Nor-iinEsther Smith, devisees, and to
all whom it may concern:
You are hereby uuutkd that the last
will and testament of Elizabeth Hax-ter- .
late of the county of Hernalillo
and territory of New Mexico, deceased,
has been produced and road in the
probate curt of the county of Hernalillo, territory of- New Mexico, at
nn adjourned
regular term thereof,
held on the 7th day of November, l'.iua,
and the day of the proving of said
alleged last will and testament was by
order of the Judge of said court thereupon fixed for Monday, the 7th day of
January, A. D. 9oti, term of said court,
at lo o'clock in the forenoon of said
day.

Given under my hau l and the seal
of this court this 7tti day of November,

A. D.

(Seal)

l:ur.

J. A. SUMMERS.

I'robuiu Clerk.

But Few Are Free.
Hut few people are entirely frea from
indigestion at this season of the year.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure Is not only' the
best remedy Id use because It digests
what you eat but bwause it also en-

ables the digestive apparatus to assimilate and transform all food Into
blood.
Kodol relieves
sour stomach, heart burn, belching,
and all forms of Indigestion.

o o mm.

Hendrie

Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co.

&

Seventeenth Street.

9

DENVER,' COLORADO

q

TOTI A OR API

VVrrraRK TO
Santa F"e

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
end Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
7

REDUCED PRICES
On Dental Work.
Plates, 18.00;
Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings, $1.00
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
60c. All guaranteed.

us

r

17,

nn a

N. T. Armljo Building.

2
The Fuehr Undertaking Company
Successors to Edwards & Fuehr
Bath

307 West Railroad Avenue.
'Phones.
Oav or Night

can save you money on Diamonds. When you
buy diamonds from me you trade with a reliable
house; th
When you buy diamonds right you have a safe
Investment, that's nn rood as eovnrnmmt' hnnria nlimnnifi
In value every year, and tbey bring pleasure, win hearts and Increase
your nrestlire. Ynn am (Virrilallv tnvltori in fall mnA Ininut m-beautiful line of gems at prices Jewelers cannot buy at wholesale
,
What I offer at retail.
ROSENFIELO, The Pawnbroker,
The Man You CairTrus
1189 Railroad avenue, next door to the St. Elmo, Albuquerque, N. M.
Railroad Tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.

MEL INI & EAKIN,

Hats cleaned and blocked in any style.
Clothing steam cleaned and pressed.
Corner of Third street and Gold avenue, in the car.
MERCHANT

lnisi

0oe0

The Albuquerque Hatters
and Steam Cleaners

00004I
tNor

Wholesale

and

rar

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet
Cbandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. G. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Wblskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

TAILORING

UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WE8T
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
My merchant tailoring snop Is upstairs over No. 209 West Railroad avenue, where I solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed first-clasas I have had fifteen years' ex
perience in the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
repaired. The specific I use will not
Injure the cloth. Ladies' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.

The Williams Drug Co.
O. B. WILLIAMS and F. W. 8CHMALMAACK.

Proprietors.

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm

O. BAMBINI.

WHEN YOU WANT MILL WORK
DONE, QO TO THE ALBUQUERQUE
PLANING

0O

oooooocooo
I

tt nrvpp

Room

IN

Under Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
C. E. SUtfTAGG, Proprietor.

ma2

-

Restaurant
i

""C.r
'""v

DINFW'FJiL

REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS.
Service a la carte, Day and NIghL Private dining rooms.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME
SEASON.

g

semi-polltlc-

BY

PUMPING
IS A SUCCESS '
Pump
When
Engine

CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO
J.

UBSjn

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

MILL.

A Disastrous Calamity.
It is a disastrous calamity, when
you lose your health, because Indi
gestion and constipation bave sapped
it away. Prompt relief can be bad In
They
Dr. King's New Life Pills.
build up your digestive organs, and
cure headache, dizziness, colic, constipation, etc. Guaranteed by all druggists; 25c.

too :s S3 in

117 WEST

0

AVENUE,

RAILROAD

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN IF

YOU WANT THE

M.
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The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

Located on the Belen

Cut-o- ff

:ee3

of The Atchison, Topeka

&

Santa Fo Railway

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Tovn and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
Of 1,000 business and residence lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with broad 80 and
t
streets, with alleys 2i feet wide, with beautiful lake' arid public park and grand old shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; churches, Commercial club; a population of 1,500 Inhabitants; largest mercantile establishments In New Mexico; the Helen Patent Holler mill, capacity, lf.it barrels daily; larga winery; three hotels,
restaurants, etc. Belen Is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad city in the m ar future cannot be estimated.
ALL

EXPRESS, MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

FAST LIMITED

GO OVER

The lots offered are in the center of tho city, well graded, (many of them improved by cultivation); no sand or gravei.
,
coal and wood yard, drug store, harness sbop, etc., etc. Also a
modern hotel.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH
We need a

flrst-clas-

s

TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST

NORTH

AND SOUTH.

bakery, tailor shop, sboe house, jeweler, plumbing shop, planing mill,

first-class-

'

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

JOHN BECKER,

The Belen Tawn and Improvement Gommam
President
WM.

M. BERGER,

tissue-buildin-

cunifta1-

t

DEEDS.
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Secretary
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the residence. 1018 South Third street,
tomorrow at 9 o'clock a. ni.
AN"D
.
who
Attorney II. 11.
started for" Dwivit Tuesday morning
with the remains of the lato Frant
Hiinlng, returned to the city last
night. Mr, Fei misson Diet Arno Hun-Inof Philadelphia, son of the deWEATHER INDICATIONS.
ceased, at, Trinidad, and the latter, In
company with ito Dleckmann, took
Clearing and cooler tonight. Friday, charge of the rt mains and accompanwarmer.
and
fair
ied them to the crematory at Denver.
Albuqtrer-qu- e
I)r. C. H. Conner if ronflned to hi" Mr. Arno Hnning reached
morning
and
limited
this
on
the
hnnip on North Twelfth street by
will mak his home In Albuquerque.
His family will follow him to this
William Jenks has returntxl to the city In a few weeks.
stay
on
nis
an
extended
cltv from
FOLLOWING OUT OUR POLICY OF GIVING EXTRAORDINARY VALUES, WE HAVE INAUGURATranch near Helen.
TODAY'S POLICE NtWS
to
the
ED A SERIES OF SATURDAY SPECIAL SALES.
Col. W. S Hopewell returned
elty this morning from a business
night
THE FIRST, HELD A WEEK OR TWO AGO, WAS A REMARKABLE SUCCESS. THIS, THE 8EC-ONlast
and
yesterday
Tht
of
rain
trip to Sierra county.
cover
to
Willies
Weary
drove
mafiy
OF THE SERIES, PROMISES TO BE EVEN MORE SO THE VALUES ARE GREATER AND ARE
The Women's Missionary auxiliary and as a result about twenty victims
meet
at
the
will
V
rhurch
St.
John's
of
MORE SEASONABLE.
spent last nilit iu the slat house.
rectory tomorrow at 2:30 p. ni.
Some were arrested for being drunk
OF
SALE
IS
OUR
THIS
OBJECT
DETERMINATION TO DEMONSTRATE THAT THIS
THE SOLE
Mrs. Slgfried (Jrunsfeld Is reimrted and others were simply placed In Jail
to be seriously 111 with pneumonia, at upon their own request in order that
STORE GIVES BETTER VALUES MORE FOR THE MONEY, THAN ANY OTHER MARKETING CEN
her home, 914 North Second Street.
they might get in out Of the rain.
TER IN THE TWO TERRITORIES.
Juan Candelaria was arrested lust
R. P. Hall, of the Albuquerque
Foundry and Machine works, left last night charged with being drunk and
Candelaria appeared in
night for a business trip to Hollywood, disorderly.
police' court with a very badly
Cal.
eye.
He stated that
99
Sheriff Perfecto Armljo was a pas- dislocated
assaulted by a follow
was
senger for Santa Fe thlB morning, he
night,
during
jail
the
poprisoner
the
in
where he goes to look after his
and being very drunk he could not
litical fences.
BOUGHT TO SELL UNDER A CONTRACT PRICE OF $1.50 A SUIT-- '.
protect himself. The Judge did not
a
conducts
Sandoval,
who
C.
Juan
much stock in his story and he
general merchandise business at Cuba, take
was fined $r. He paid up and was
hp In the Naclmlento country, Is In the ilischarged.
business.
on
city today
Candelario Chaves and Augustln
I). J. Harding, representing Simons, Chaves, two native farmers, residing
Hatch & Whitten, furnishing goods near the city, came Into town yesterUNDERWEAR, THAT FOR WARMTH PRODUCING
POWERS, CANNOT BE BEAT; A NEW FLEECE
merchants of Boston, Is In the city day and proceeded to get on a Jag.
today with his samples.
They succeeded and landed in Jail as
MATERIAL,
A BEAUTIFUL SOFT
SO
AS
TO
MAKE
RIBBED
LINED
GARMENT AFTER WASHING:
A party composed of Joe E. Sheri- a result.
They were each fined the
dan, Jake Levy and C. A. Hudson will customary $3 and trimmings, which
COMES IN CREAM COLOR; SHIRTS SILK FACED; DRAWERS. DOUBLE SEAT.
leave tonight for the Faywood hot they paid.
springs for a short hunting trip.
John Nelson, John Turner and Mike
Hon. Frank A. Hubbell will leave to Bedenlck, three knights of the road.
night for t'ue south where he goes to were run in last night while hanging
hey
look after the shipment of lome lambs around the Santa Fe yards.
were released upon the promise that
from his ranch near Magdalena.
Stated convocation of Rio Grande they would either go to work or leave
chapter No. 4, K. A. M., Thursday town,
E. J. Walker, arrested the second
evening. November 9. at 7:30 o'clock
vaGLOVES-SPEC- IAL
p. m. By order of H. P. J. C. Fer-ge- time within a week charged with
grancy, was sentenced to serve five
secretary.
days In Jail.
Don't forget the general fair meet
Harry Casley, a man who has been
ing, upstairs over Zelger's Cafe, next hanging around the city for the past
Monday night.
It is absolutely Im year and who Is alleged to owe sevportant that every business man in eral large board bills, was arrested
the city attend.
yesterday for vagrancy and landed in
Jesus Romero and Jesus M. San- the city Jail. Judge Crawford senSATURDAY ONLY.
SATURDAY ONLY.
territhe
morning
for
doval left this
tenced him to serve ten days In Jail.
capital
territorial
torial
to attend the
Made up extra strong, particularly adapted to
Sells every day In the week at $1 each Just
The police last evening arrested
meeting,
which Ben Thomas, erstwhile pipe fitter, who
central committee
hard wear. We will guarantee every pair sold.
tomorrow.
will be held there
the right shirt to wear during work, Comes In
has been In trouble more or less durSatisfaction, or a new pair in exchange, ReguDr. C. O. Duncan and wife, of So- ing the past six months. Thomas Is
a
per
$1.25
pair.
variety of fancy colors.
price,
lar
corro. pas:,ed through the city this being held as a suspect In the Huning
morn'us en route to Topeka, Kas., avenue robberies which occurred last
where the doctor goes to attend the Sunday evening. There is also anmeeting (' Santa Ke surgeons:
other charge against Thomas, that of
Mrs. Thos, Moore, who visited her obtaining goods from a local merchant
parents at Santa Fe the past few by representing himself to be another
days, returned to the city last night, man. It s thought that Thomas is
and wi.l remain here a short time be- a fit subject for the asylum, as he
appears to he mentally unbalanced.
fore going to her home at El Paso.
Rafael Rivera, arrested yesterday
Regular services at Temple Albert
Friday evening at 7:45 o'clock. The for alleged' forgery, was released, as
was not sufficient evidence to
chair is In charge of Prof. Krebs. Rab- there hltri.
bi Kaplan will preach on, "The Wan- hold
dering Tribe." Everybody Is welcome.
F. M. Jones, former commissioner BACK FROM HIS
of Indian affairs at Washington, and
RANCH
well known throughout the southwest.
passed through Albuquerque last night;
on his way to Arizona on Important
Isidro Sandoval, the well known
business.
South Second street grocery merHon. B. S. Hodey went to Santa chant, has returned to the city from
Fe this morning to observe the pre- his range about fifty miles southwest
liminary features of the meeting of of this city. He reports having sold
the territorial republican central com- 2000 sixty pound lambs to Colorado
mittee, which Is called to meet at the buyers, and 800 wethers, averaging a
capital tomorrow afternoon at 3 hundred pounds each, to William Farr
o'clock.
of this city.
Mr. Sandoval says he
Beautiful Goods
Call
I. H. Ford has purchased the Inter- never saw the range In such fine con
est and good will of G. W. Park & Son, dition, and stock of all kinds cannot
Sampl9
Rooms
in
proprietors of the Highland meat be surpassed, especially sheep. It Is
market, as announced elsewhere in the opinion of Mr. Sandoval that there
the columns of The Citizen. This will be plenty of good water and grass
paper wishes the new proprietors a for stock through the winter.
large patronage,
International stock food Is eaten by
Mr. and
Mrs. A. J. Frank, and Dan
the champion harness
daughter, Miss Dorothy, are la the horse Patch,
the world, every day. He la
city to remain until Saturday, when owned of by
the International 8tock
Mrs. Frank and Dorothy will return Food company.
E. W. Fee, 620 South
to Raton, where the latter Is attending Second street.
Pipe
Hose,
school, and Mr. Frank to his business
at Algodones.
Belting,
Engine?,. Boilers,
The St. Louis, Rocky Mountain &
Supplies. W.ite for Prices
Pacific railroad has changed Its proposed Junction point on the Colorado
& Southern railroad, from Des Moines,
Union county, to Folsom, in the same
county, as the only feasible survey
Whether "she" Is wife or sweetdown the Cimarron canyon.
Tony Ortiz, formerly of Ortiz & heart, the most acceptable rememcompany, carriage manufacturers of brance is a bouquet of beautiful
flowers.
We Just mention this,
this city, and a member of the Mcinthinking, perhaps, you forgot.
tosh Browns base 'ball club, has gone
South Flnt Street J 40 M03 North Fint Street
to Las Vegas, and will go on the road
rHg FLORIST
for the wholesale mercantile firm of
319 West Santa Fe Ave.
Charles Ilfeld of that city.
Auto Phone 718.
Interest In lots 22, 23
and 24, block 11, and located at the
corner of RUroad avenue and Fifth
street, was purchased this morning
by the Bank of Commerce, owners of
the other half. The lots are valuable
Railroad avenue property.
Last evening's edition of The Citl- zen contained the g'tad news that
WM. M'INTOSH.
Proprietors
CHAS. F. MYERS.
Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Mosbach were the
proud parents of a baby girl, born to
them Tuesday morning. Tonight The
Citizen must chronicle the sad news
of the baby's death. Mr. Mosbach Is
a well known engineer running out of
this city on the Santa Fe coast lines.
He called at this office this morning
to announce that the funeral of his
Infant daughter would take place from
To get your Stove Work done before the rusn. Quick Meal, John
Van & Pacific Ranges; Radiant Home and Perfection Home Base
Burners; Mountain Oak and O eat Western Heaters. The most complete line In the city,
stroke, We carry many
For everybody who wants to make a clean-cu- t
AT LOWEST PRICES.
different sites end styles to select from. Try a Wlss

LOCAL

rVrg-isson-

IB. SPECIALS

PERSONAL

Saturdays November

Cold-Weath- er

SlKoes foir Women
Patent
Patent
Patent

Kid Button, swing toe, extension tola

$4.00

Kid Button or Lace, extension sole

9330

Kid Lace, turn sole, Cuban or French

If you ooject to shiny
will please you,

331 A

heel.. $3.60

$3.50

A FALL IN CANNED GOODS.
Especially as to prices Is certain to
please you. With the Incoming tide
of fresh vegetables and fruits, we
must get rid of our canned stock line
as It is and our reduced prices will
make them move In a hurry. Mark
you: they're Just as good end. sweet
as the day they were "put up," but
out they must go, to your great benefit. Hurry up If you want any.
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MEN'S WORKING

PAIR
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The Triumph of the Piano Maker
In every standard

plana.

SHIRTS

(BSc

EACH

I

axii

THE GENUINE CHICKERINO

SifflOtt

The triumphant result of over 80 years of endeavor, Is admitted to be
the standard of superiority for every good quality that any piano
could possess.

Jf
X

MEN'S FLANNEL

WORKING

F. F. TROTTER

are; undoubtedly good qaalltlei

Only

Special Saturday Only, per Suit

$2.50 to $3.50
$2.25 to $2.75

Nog. 118 and 120, South Second St.

There

I

MEN 9S"VALLAS TIC UNDER WEA R

leather the following gradee

Sorosis Shoe, Vicl Kid or Box Calf
Utz S. Dunn's or Reed's Vicl Kid Shoes
Brown's Vicl Kid Shoes

11&

m

D

They are hfavy enough to keep ywir feet warm and dry, without being stiff and clumsy. Tbjr look dressy, wear splendidly and feel easy.
If yoa want something extra swell, buy any of these styles:
'

9, 1905.

THIS WIIITSON MUSIC CO.

Stem

Th

Rallroad Avenue Clothier

i

114 SOUTH SECOND STREET.

J

Ltmibeg,

Sas;aDsrs-

PLUMBING

-

Cement and Rex Flintkote
ROOfing.

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

i

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

LUMBER
-

and Examine the
Displayed
Our

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

Something Always to be Kept
and Prized

0
0

"SHE" LIKES

Is a picture in one of our appropriate

frames and now Is
the time to have your framing done for the holiday

FLOWERS

season.

We erry the largest line of moulding In the city, and
with our workmanship, make a combination that can't
be beat The new patterns Juat received.
Our representative will call on you with a line of samples
If you will only say the word. Drop ua a card or phone

IVES,

The-one-ha-

Newcomer's Book Store

DIAMONDS

1

When bought right are a good Investment. Our prices are right We InviU
you to call and examine the beautl ul diamond good we are offering;
also

JEWELRY, SILVERWARE, ETC.

Mall orders receive

RAILROAD

AVENUES.

peelal attention.

EVERITT

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

WHITNEY COMPANY

Auto. 491.

WATCHES,

and Fittings,
Farm Implements, Pumps,
Packing,
Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch

LEADING JEWELER

0000OaO00000000000000000000
CO.
J. POST

HARDWARE

WIIOL.KKALK

0

RETAIL

We Have a Special Scissor
and Shear

Now is the Time

Special Sale on Boy's Clothing and Furnishings

QUICK MEAL RANGES.

HOT BLAST HEATERS.

Boy's long, grey Overcoats, sizes 8 to 11
years; worth $6, for,
SS

I 50

Boys School Suits;
neat mixtures
with

coats; very stylish;
long cuts; full backs;
worth 112; 12 to 16
ytars, for,

two pairs of Pants, for,

Young Men's Suits, In
Casslmeres and Worsteds, $10, 12 and

81 50

$13 50

1E.LWASHBURN
I

West

Gold

f

S10 00

Boy's Union Underwear, Fleeced Lined,

119

OMCK

Boy'g nobby grey Over-

T

V

CO.
1

QUICK MEAL.

3

n

75c

MtM.

22 South Second Street

0

fa;'--
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Agents for
Rifles and Shotguns, Winchester Ammunition, Colt's Revolvers and Automatic Pistols, 6tudebaker Bugglea and Wagons, Eclipse
Wind Mills, STARRETT'S Machinist Tools a specialty.
Winchester

X
No. 215

acMI7l,

West Railroad Avenue

j

Albuquerque,

Nw

Mexico
0

